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See our advert on page 31 636 050 008

95 Paseo del Rihuete
30860 Puerto de Mazarrón

Tel: 968 155 906
Our Specialties are
Fish and BBQ meat

Established in 1999

www.costacalidachronicle.com

Unisex Hair and Beauty

Tel/Whatsapp:
711 025 016 for appointment

PROPERTY SALES &
PROPERTYRENTALS
Centro Comercial B, Urb Camposol,

Mazarrón 968 592 679

Tel: 673 162 695
Private 1:1 Online Support

NHS Approved meals delivered
to your door

1:1 Diet Consultant
Mel Lay

www.cwpmurcia@hotmail.com

Spain: 711 001 721
info@car-registrations-spain.com www.car-registrations-spain.com

Car Registrations Spain
Do you have a UK registered vehicle?

If so, we are specialist importers of all foreign vehicles.
Call us or see our full ad on page 5

Calle Jara,
Camposol B,

30875 Mazarrón
Tel: 968 979 876

www.2let2sell2buy.com

Supporting
Local

Businesses
See our

feature on
pages 26-30

Contact Steve, your local area representative for a
FREE quote: +34 634 329 191

We can help lower the cost
of your energy bills, saving

you time and money
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CONTRIBUTORS

Having produced an online version of
the magazine for May, we have got
back on track for this month with a hard
copy. Once again, like in April, we have
had to change our distribution points
and utilise those businesses that are
open. We have concentrated on
Supporting Local Businesses for June
as it is these that are so important to our
community. We have offered a free
business card advert to advertisers to
promote any special offers they have
and to let you know any changes to
their opening hours and any restrictions
and conditions due to Coronavirus.
Please make sure that you abide by all
the conditions to keep you and
everyone else safe and well.

This has been a particularly hard time
for all the charities in the area that rely
greatly on the proceeds from their
shops and other activities. Due to the
restrictions, all events were cancelled
since the onset of the Corona Virus and
of course all shops have been closed as
well. The one good thing is that many
people have used this time to spring
clean and sort out what they no longer
want or need. Please don’t throw these
things away. What you might not want
may be just what someone else does!
Please contact your favourite charity
and see if they can make use of these
items. I am sure that they will be
extremely grateful for any donations.

Once again our sales team has been
working hard to help promote our
advertisers and there are a number of
new advertisers:

Welcome
Camposol Villa Care
El Oasis Nómada
Energy Nordica
MA Construction
Revamp Pools
Solpellet
Top2Toe

Many bars and restaurants are now
open but with restrictions in force.
Entertainment is very limited due to
these restrictions, but you will be able
to have a drink and/or a meal at those
places that are able to enforce social
distancing on terraces. Please be
patient with these businesses as they
will be doing their best to
accommodate you.

Markets have re-opened in the last
couple of weeks, but with food stalls
only and obviously social distancing.
Some towns are organising taking
temperatures of those attending the
markets, so please adhere to any rules
and regulations in place.

It has been a difficult time for everyone
and many groups in the area have
cancelled events for the rest of the year.
Please check with the relevant group for
details. We will of course post any new
information from groups and
organisations on our Facebook page
and blog.

Once again, please take care and stay
safe. From all of us at the Chronicle

Dean Colwell – Northwest Murcia
News

Gema Serrano – Keep Fit

George Mitchell – Never a Dull
Moment

Jane Cronin – Learning Spanish

Keith Littlewood - Finance

Martin Freeman – Renewable
Energy

Martin O’Hanlon – Birding in
Murcia

Rainbow Satellites – TV News

Sara Millbank –Ma Millbank

Silvana Buxton – News From Your
Councillor

Think Spain – Spanish News

€ 25 +
base for free

JUNE
SPECIAL
OFFER

Bene�it from our outlet area 1, 2, 3 €

OUR POTS DON'T
GET STAINED BY
LIMESCALE

It is mandatory to wear
a mask and keep your

distance
Opening Hours: 8am - 2pm and 3.30pm - 7pm
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CONTACT US
Sales & Marketing - 619 199 407
Eva - Sales Representative - 651 659 109
Patti Benn - Editor - 646 005 017
Jo Wrench - Graphic Design
- costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Martine Shindler - Office Manager
& Customer Services - 618 451 798
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com/articles-
main/costa-calida-chronicle-blog/

Our office address is:
Calle Jara,
Camposol B,
Mazarrón,
Murcia 30875
FIND US INSIDE ANOTHER WORLD
PROPERTIES ON CAMPOSOL B.

Office Opening hours:
Tues & Thurs 10am-2pm
Weds 3.30pm-5.30pm
Payments can also be made in our office on
Monday-Friday 10am - 5pm (4pm - Friday)

If you would like to place an advertisement
or write an article to be included in the
Costa Cálida Chronicle, then please send it
to us costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

To our advertisers.
If you have sent an email to the CCC and
NOT received any acknowledgement then
you can assume that we have not received
it.

In line with our customer service policy we
always reply to every email even if it is just
a short note to say “got it”.

Costa Calida Chronicle

PRICE LIST - ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUDING IVA

Full Page Half Page Quarter Page Medium Small Business Card

Size of advert 19cm wide x 26,5
cm high

19cm wide x
13,1cm high

9,3cm wide x
13,1cm high

12,6cm wide x
8,7cm high or
6,25 wide x 17,5

cm high

6,25cm wide x
8,7cm high

9,3cm wide x
5cm high

Full Colour 250,00€ 135,00€ 85,00€ 75,00€ 45,00€ 40,00€

To advertise with us contact Sales on 619 199 407 or email us on costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

DISCLAIMER

Whilst the CCC are happy to accept monthly reports from the various organizations in the area, the articles printed are not necessarily
the opinions of the editor or publisher and the contents should be viewed as a guideline only. Professional advice should be sought to
cover any information printed therein. Advertisements and reports are not formally endorsed by the CCC. We cannot accept
responsibility for advertisers’ works, service or goods. The publishers endeavour to ensure the contents are correct, but cannot accept
responsibility for the effects of errors or omissions.

Special Pages
Health and Beauty 54-55
Northwest Murcia 23-25
South East Murcia 50-52
South Murcia 32-36
Sports 64-65
Supporting Local Businesses

26-30
What's On 58-60
Aditorial
Clínica Veterinaria Mediterraneo

50
El Oasis Nómada 12
Around the World
Never a Dull Moment 20
Charity
Andrea's Animal Rescue 14
Cavalli Foundation 16
FAST 35
Forget Me Not 34
Friends of Mazarron Animals 32
Los Infiernos 50
Mazarron Animal Medi-Aid 34
Noah's ARC 22
Education
Jane Cronin’s “Step by Step
Spanish” 7
Finance
Financial Advice 10
Food and Drink
Ma Millbank's Kitchen 38
Groups
B Clean Gardening Group 33
Ex-Servicemen's Association of
Mazarrón District 10
Ladies Chatterbox 35

Health and Beauty
Beauty Tips 54
Information
Birding in Murcia 62
Charities, Groups & Churches

67
Life in Spain 37
Martinez Bus Times 70
Poisonous Plants 18
Renewable Energy 40
Spanish Students Views 23
The Compusurf Easter Egg Hunt
2020 8
Things to do in Cartagena 52
TV News 47
Leisure
Miracles on the Camino de
Santiago 42
Walkers Around Murcia 24
News
News from Your Councillor 34
South Murcia News 36
Spanish News 48
Religion
Mass in English 16
Olive Branch Christian Fellowship

12
Rios de Vida 61
St Nicholas Ecumenical Church

22
The Rockin' Vicar 24
Welcome House 23
Wellspring Victory Church 44
Sports
Fuente Old Guard Golf Society

65
Los Amigos de Mazarron 64
Mazarron Bowls 65
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We are Europe's Headlight Realignment Specialists

Need new LHD headlights? Call us 868 990 576
Calle Severo Ochoa B1, 3 - Polígono Los Alcázares, Murcia 30710



Business News
If you are an existing customer and you have some Business News that you would like to

share with our readers then why not email it to us to be included on our Business News page.
Please keep your news to about 50 words and send us an email by 15th of the month,

to costacalidachronicle@gmail.com with Business News in the subject box.
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If you would like to see if we can save
you money on your Motor or Home
Insurance contact Steve at Camposol
Insurance today on 634 329 191 or visit
their website
at www.camposolinsurance.com

Camposol Insurance are agents for
Caser Seguros.

Decklid Auto Services just outside
Mazarrón Town are have been working
during lockdown, but obviously with
restrictions. They have now organised
their premises for social distancing and
request that customers make an
appointment and not just turn up at the
workshop.

For all your car repairs/maintenance call
626 678 840

The news you've all been waiting for.
Welcome to the re-opening of Ana's
Café Bar on 1 June. Open Monday to
Friday from 8.30am-8.00pm for
breakfast, menu del dia, tapas between
4.30pm and 8pm and evening meals
between 6-8.30pm.

Ana’s Café Bar is also open Saturdays
8.30am-2pm for breakfasts and in the
evenings for party bookings with a
minimum of 6 people. On Sundays they
will be open for Breakfast and
Traditional Sunday Roast.

They look forward to welcoming regular
and new customers.
Tel 699 060 472

Trade Cars Spain are back trading as
before from 1st June.
For enquiries, please contact Tel/
whatsapp 646 600 898 or email
tradecarsspain@gmail.com

Don’t forget that Trade Cars Spain offer
a fair price for your vehicle and all
paperwork is undertaken correctly and
legally. Transfer of ownership is instant.

JD Construction, Roofing & Building
Services Camposol has been
established in Spain for 16 years and are
fully Legal & Registered.
Previous work can be viewed and
references are available if required.

For your no-obligation quote, telephone
John on 630 269 994

Lords Removals are pleased to
announce that they are fully operational
with full PPE and will be daily
temperature tested for your safety.

Stuck in the UK? No problem! Lords
Removals will arrange with your
keyholder to carry out a full inventory,
pack & wrap and transport or store your
belongings.

Call now for a free quote or to discuss
your needs further on 608 061
872

Top2Toe Unisex Hair and Beauty
Calle Castellon de la Plana 228
Camposol A

Lynn, Sharn and Sally welcome you to
the newly named salon (formally Salon2)
Same Faces - Same Location - Same
Professional Service
Just a different name!

To make an appointment for your hair
and beauty treatments
Tel/WhatsApp 711 025 016

Summer is on its way, so why not
REVAMP your swimming pool?
Revamp Pools specialise in completely
reconditioning your pool and bringing it
back to life. For re-grouting, capstone
repair and painting, crack repair,
part/full re-tiling of the pool, pool lights
replaced and much more, call Revamp
Pools.

For a no-obligation quote or just some
great advice, email
chris.jpearce@hotmail.co.uk or call
0034 682 912 097

Life is complicated enough, but your
energy supply doesn’t have to be.
Contact Energy Nordic today to find
out how we can simplify your electricity
bill and ensure you get the very best
price, all in a language YOU understand.
Improve your carbon footprint and get a
free quote today!

Email a copy of your recent bill to your
local agent Steve Henderson at
sh@energynordic.es or call +34 634
329 191

La Herradura, Argentinian Grill
Restaurant, near Cartagena, are offering
a free welcome drink for diners when
presenting the advert out of this month’s
Costa Cálida Chronicle.
Try this lovely Restaurant for some
authentic Argentinian cuisine; a must for
meat lovers, but catering for all. You are
assured a warm welcome in great
surroundings.
Bookings strongly advised.

Tel 656 264 514

Please Note
The Salon 2 has now merged with The
Salon & The Barber Shop on Camposol
A. Maricarmen, Tegan & Shauna have
joined the rest of The Salon team at
their new, bigger and more spacious
premises.
Calle Barcelona 22/23, Camposol A
Commercial Centre, in between the
Vets and The Tech Shop.

For an appointment tel 653 463 490 or
691 916 717

http://www.camposolinsurance.com/
mailto:mailto:tradecarsspain@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:chris.jpearce@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:mailto:sh@energynordic.es
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PALSOLICITORS

www.palsolicitor.com
Gran Vía, MM, 49 (OPPOSITE Exit 12)
30380 La Manga
Cartagena - España
E-mail: info-lamanga@palsolicitor.com
Direct Line (0034) 968 175 552

Avda. Doctor Meca No 107
Local 11,(Mercadona Centre)
Puerto de Mazarrón, Murcia -España
E-mail: info-mazarron@palsolicitor.com
Direct Line (0034) 968 595 826
Direct Fax (0034) 968 595 827

Open: 9am to 3pm - Monday to Friday

Mazarrón: Latitude: 37.57176
and Longitude: 1.26629

La Manga: Latitude: 37.64608 and
Longitude: 0.71508

Multi Language Office: English Spanish
French German Dutch Scandinavian

Conveyancing

Inheritance and Spanish Wills

Property Taxes: Resident & Non Resident

NIE/Residencia

Contracts, Litigation & Court Matters

Continuing with our ‘past continuous’
theme, we have now resolved all possible
doubts regarding –ar verbs in this tense, as
they all behave in exactly the same way.
Sometimes there just isn’t anything else to
say about something!

Now here is even more good news about
this remarkably easy tense, which is that the
–er verbs and the –ir verbs do exactly the
same things as each other. In both of these
two groups the endings contain an ‘í’
instead of an ‘ab’ as follows:

-ia-íamos
-ías-íais
-ía-ían

Here is an –er verb for you:

Beber
Bebía - I was drinking
Bebías - you were drinking
Bebía- he or she was drinking – or formal
‘you’

Bebíamos - we were drinking
Bebíais - you were drinking – plural
Bebían - they were drinking

Now for an –ir verb, just so you can see I’m
telling the truth!

Vivir
Vivía - I was living
Vivías - you were living
Vivía - he or she was living – or formal ‘you’

Vivíamos - we were living
Vivíais - you were living – plural
Vivían - they were living

Some people might still be guilty of
confusing the pronunciation of these two
very different verbs, (beber and vivir), but
really at this stage there’s no excuse! It all
hangs on the correct differentiation
between the ‘e’ and ‘I’ vowels in the roots
of the verbs beb and viv, since the ‘b’ and
‘v’ is practically indistinguishable. As far as
the endings are concerned, notice that the
letter ‘í’ at the beginning of all the endings
is accented, placing the beat of the word
always on that same place.

Now you have a perfect sentence to
practise on unsuspecting passers-by:
Cuando yo vivía en Inglaterra, bebía
todos los días, pero ahora bebo todo el
tiempo – just my little joke!

Once we start reminiscing about years
gone by and the things we used to do
(which you can now do in Spanish with no
problem at all) you will soon discover you
need at least two of our three irregular
verbs, so here is a small advance on these
to get you going:
Era (I was, from ser)
Iba (I used to go/I went, from ir)

Here is a sentence to start you off:
When I was a child, I used to go to school
by bus.
Cuando yo era niño/niña, iba al colegio
en autobús.

Next month we will see what else ser and
ir do in this tense.

Jane Cronin’s “Step by Step Spanish”
articles are available as e-books at
www.janecronin.eu where you can also
obtain Jane’s “Step by Step Internet
Spanish” course.

Jane Cronin’s Step by Step Spanish

Education

Address: C/ Ronda Poniente Nº 22, Fuente Alamo
Clinic Phone: 968 597 929

Emergency and mobile: 619 378 473
Email: l.serrano@colvet.es

Our clinic also has a new dog grooming centre

We are a veterinary hospital
with 5 rooms for consultations

and 3 rooms for hospitalised animals

Open Monday - Friday: 9.30am-7.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.30pm

Closed Sundays or fiestas unless it's an emergency

We speak English and one of our vets
worked in England for a long time

10%
Pric
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Quality European products
Complete solar systems from

only 1500€
including installation

No Subcontractors or Sales people

Solar electric systems
Solar hot water systems

No middle men - Buy direct

We
will

bea
t an

y oth
er

like
for l

ike p
rice

Solar directa

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!
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The Compusurf Easter Egg Hunt 2020
Easter may seem a long time ago and was
a bit of a non-event with lockdown, but
without the annual Compusurf Easter Egg
Hunt, or indeed any of the local traditional
Easter celebrations outside of the home,
we asked ourselves how could we go about
arranging a late visit from the Easter Bunny
to the local children of Camposol whilst the
country was on a national lockdown?

Electronically of course! That was the
answer!

Our major priority in planning the hunt was
to keep everyone involved safe and to
adhere to the Government rulings –
keeping within the allocated time slot for
under 14’s to take their daily walk and
maintaining the correct social distancing
measures, etc.

Late in the morning of Sunday 3rd May, the
locations of nine secret ‘Bunny Stops’
scattered around the various sectors of
Camposol were revealed and detailed on
individual sector maps and posted on the
Compusurf Facebook page (with links
added to local popular Facebook Group
pages) and at midday, the hunt was on to
find the eggs left by the Compusurf Easter
Bunny by 2pm (or before they all melted!)

It was lovely
to first hear
the children
c o m i n g
down the
street, then
see their
e x c i t e d
faces as
t h e y
s p o t t e d
t h e i r
r e w a r d s
(let’s face it,
who doesn’t
get excited
b y
chocolate!)
and also to
read the
positive feedback received from parents as
they returned home. A big thank you to
everyone who took part. We hope you
enjoyed the morning! Also, our thanks to
the guardians of the ‘Bunny Stops’ – all
friends of Compusurf who did a brilliant
job on preparing and creatively decorating
the ‘Bunny Stops’ outside their properties.

Whilst we all hope that next year’s hunt will
be of the more traditional kind, the
Compusurf Easter Bunny wants the
children who live outside of Camposol to
know that they have not been forgotten
this year! As soon as it is allowed, another
Egg Hunt for children who live both on and
off Camposol will be arranged! Remember
to keep an eye on the Compusurf
Facebook page for further information!

All the Team at Compusurf would like to
take the opportunity to wish both our
clients & community a safe & smooth
transition through the remaining de-
escalation phases.

#keepsafe #resistare #compusurf

Information

ALAN EUSTACE LOCKSMITH & KEYSMAR
THE "ONE STOP SHOP" FOR ALL YOUR LOCKSMITH REQUIREMENTS

For 24H Emergency Locksmith Service call Alan Eustace 609 265 899

968 596 186 - 686 027 424 - 649 387 012
info@keysmar.es
www.keysmar.es
C/. GRAN VÍA, 65

30320 FUENTE ÁLAMO DE MURCIA

• Key Copying
• Household And
Automotive

• All Types Of Car Keys
Copied And Repaired

• Transponder Keys
• Master Keying And
Same Keying Service

• Locks
• Padlocks
• Automating Of Sliding
Gates

• Garage Doors

ALAN EUSTACE TEL: 609 265 899
hueynomad@hotmail.com
646 726 686

Tel: 609 265 899

PREVENT BURGLARIES WITH
THIS NEW ANTI-SNAP BARREL:

ONE KEY SYSTEMS AND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS

We also offer a dehumidification service
for properties after water damage

DEHUMIDIFICATION

‘Curtain Call’
Upholstery & Blinds too

Call Sally or Peter on

616 240 171
Website: www.curtain-call.es
E-mail: sally@curtain-call.es

Curtain Call, Spain

Reliable
and
Professional
Service
since 2002

Curtains, blinds
and soft furnishings.
Made to measure and
fitted at sensible prices.

Choose from over 2000
fabrics in your home.

We also offer:
*Curtains, and Roman blinds.
* Upholstery of outdoor
cushions in Teflon coated,
water repellant fabrics.
*Upholstery of indoor furniture
in stain-resistant fabrics.
*Roller, Vertical and Venetian
blinds.
*Awnings and outdoor
curtains in acrylic canvas.

For a complete
bespoke service

ANCHOR
LANDSCAPES
(Always on the cutting hedge)

Mazarrón and surrounding area

Free no obligation quotes

anchor.landscapes@hotmail.com
Tel: +34 622 648 038

* Professional Garden Maintenance
* Trimming / Pruning / Chainsawing
* Tree Climbing / Felling
* Mini Digger with professional driver
* All Building Work Undertaken
* Legal disposal of garden waste
* Palm tree removal
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DUE TO THE HUGE DEMAND AND OUR
SALES SUCCESS DURING THE PAST 18
MONTHS, WE ARE URGENTLY SEEKING
PROPERTIES FOR SALE AND RENTAL

IN ALL AREAS OF CAMPOSOL

FOR A FRIENDLY AND INFORMATIVE
CHAT, WITHOUT PRESSURE, PLEASE
CALL US OR POP IN TO OUR OFFICE AT
CAMPOSOL B COMMERCIAL CENTRE TO
FIND OUT WHY NO OTHER AGENT CAN

MATCH OUR PROFESSIONAL APPROACH,
WARM WELCOME, COMPETITIVE FEES

AND OVERALL SERVICE

COMM
ISSIO

NS AR
E

FROM
JUST

2%

PROPERTY SALES & PROPERTY RENTALS
CENTRO COMERCIAL B

URB CAMPOSOL, MAZARRÓN

+34 968 592 679
SALES@ANOTHERWORLDPROPERTIES.NET
WWW.ANOTHERWORLD-PROPERTIES.COM

Another World Proper�es combine tradi�onal values of honesty and integrity with modern
marke�ng methods and a genuine desire to help - all blended in with good humoured openness.
Whether buying, selling or ren�ng a property, why take a chance on your most valued asset?
By choosing the professional approach, you are guaranteed integrity and accountability.

You are assured of 1st Class results.
For a friendly and informa�ve chat, without pressure, give us a call or pop in to see us.

MANY CAN DO IT WELL, SOME CAN DO IT VERY WELL,
BUT ONLY A FEW CAN DO IT LIKE US, ALWAYS WITH THE CUSTOMER IN MIND
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Finance

Financial Advice

Are You Resident In Spain But Have A
UK Based Financial Adviser?
This week I was contacted by a UK based
Financial Adviser. He was someone I had
worked with in the past and I knew he was
a good reputable client-focused
professional. He knew I had been giving
Financial Advice to clients in Spain for 8
years and wanted my help with a problem
with one of his clients.

His client lived in Murcia and became
resident in Spain 2018. He helped her start
receiving her pension benefits last year
which included a Pension Commencement
lump sum of around £200,000 which she
used to purchase a property. In the UK this
lump sum is tax free if you are a UK
resident, but in Spain it is treated as earned
income and therefore adds to that year’s
earnings when putting your tax returns
forward. The Adviser was not aware of this
as he had never dealt with this situation
before. The client now faces a tax demand
from the Hacienda of over £70,000 which
could have easily been avoided had the
client spoke to an experienced Financial
Adviser who was authorized and based in
Spain.

This is a common problem in the UK with
Advisers. They want to retain their long-
standing clients with whom they have a
trusted relationship and want to continue
to receive the trail commissions and annual
fees, but quite often they can be ignorant
to the financial harm that could have on
their clients.

I was a Financial Adviser in the UK for over
20 years working for big institutions and
even training up new Advisers when I
worked for NatWest Bank. I thought I knew
everything there was to know about giving
financial advice; after all I was experienced
and passed all the qualifications. When I
moved to Spain 8 years ago it was like
learning a completely new job. The tax
system was different, the products were
different and for the first couple of years I
felt like a novice and getting to grips with
the constant rule changes was a nightmare.
In my opinion a UK based Adviser should
never be responsible for giving Financial
Advice to someone based in Spain as they
have no idea of the implications the advice
could give.

2 most common areas for UK ExPats in
Spain with regard to Financial Advice from
their UK Based Advisers are:

• Taking benefits from their Pensions
and understanding the tax
implications.

• Investing money without any idea as to
how this impacts the clients with
regards to Modello 720 (asset
declarations) and tax returns.

I quite often work alongside UK based
Advisers to assist their clients to prevent
them making catastrophic mistakes like the
one above.

If this relates to you, it will not cost you
anything just to have a meeting and make

sure you avoid any future financial
headaches.

Please remain safe with your health and
your wealth and contact us if you want to
have a review of your portfolio or would
like to look into the opportunities ahead.

Blacktower
120 Avenida Dr. Artero Guirao 2C
San Pedro Del Pinatar
30740, Murcia
Our office suite is easy to find on the main
N332 through road of San Pedro del
Pinatar with easy parking.

If you want more information or wish to
make an appointment to discuss your own
situation please email
keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com or
visit www.theblacktowergroup.com

Blacktower Financial Management
(International) Limited is licensed by the
Gibraltar Financial Services Commission.
Licence 00805B and is registered with both
the DGS and CNMV in Spain.
Blacktower Financial Management
Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.

Email: keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com
Mobile: +34 657 684 094
Tel: +34 968 187 331
120 Avenida Dr. Artero Guirao 2C
San Pedro Del Pinatar - 30740 - Murcia - Spain
Offices in United Kingdom, Grand Cayman and throughout Europe
www.theblacktowergroup.com

Keith Littlewood DipPFS

International Financial Adviser

Blacktower Financial Management
(International) Limited

Dear Members,

I hope this finds you all well during this
unprecedented period in, now at last,
sunny Spain.

Obviously you are probably all aware of the
cancellation of ALL activities of ESAMD. To
this effect we advise you that all the
members of your Committee have stated
that they are happy to remain in situ until
we have clearance to carry on with any
form of functions and we have had a

reconvened AGM to elect a new
committee.

We will endeavour to carry on and, if
necessary, will be in a position to help
members should they need any assistance
whilst this situation remains in place.

We thank you for your patience and trust
that ESAMD will move on to bigger and
better things when all this situation ends.
We will send out any information when
necessary regarding any changes when

and as they occur. In the meantime we will
post a further update in approximately a
month.

Yours gratefully,

Mike Cater
On behalf of the ESAMD Committee
Ex-Servicemen's Association of Mazarrón
District [ESAMD]
Registered in the Community of Murcia
with the number 8.694-1a

Groups

esamd.espana@gmail.com

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

Save these numbers in your phone TODAY!
24/7 Call out +34 711 006 510

or 966 848 849
info@247locksmithspain.com

mailto:mailto:keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com
http://www.theblacktowergroup.com
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Karalee’s Hair and Beauty Salon
is a professional friendly

relaxed salon with
convenient parking right outside.
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El Oasis Nómada (or The Nomadic Oasis
in English) is a project recently started by
Rogelio Martínez-Pérez (aka Roge or
Roger), a 36 year old Spanish Software
Engineer from Fuente-Álamo. After
spending the last years of his career in
Trondheim (NO), Eindhoven (NL) and Ulm
(DE), he came back to his origins motivated
by some family related issues and also by
an inner impulse to give his life a turn
towards more human related activities. A
big part of his new life was inspired by Jon
Krakauer’s book ‘Into the Wild’, which is
noticeable in several aspects of what he
currently does.

Roge and his crew love travelling, meeting
new people and enjoying life. ‘Happiness
is only real when shared’ is the motto of
this team that eventually found out that
they were feeling good bringing others

satisfaction. They also enjoy celebrations,
cultural events and cold drinks on warm
days. All this has ended up in a fresh and
surprising concept known as ‘tap truck’ or
‘beer truck’ that brings all the drinks for
your event anywhere it takes place;
something that is unique in Spain at this
moment in time.

The services El Oasis Nómada provides
are all related to drinks, especially beer,
craft beer, cider and tinto de verano,
although they can actually serve anything
at any kind of event or celebration. Among
other things they have done so far includes
taking their 1983’s restored van to the
main door of a church in Corvera for a
wedding. Once the ceremony was over,
people went out and found the mobile bar
with its 8 taps feed with beer and tinto de
verano, all set for self-service. This is just
an example of what El Oasis Nómada can
offer to you. They have also participated in
concerts, music festivals, fairs, cultural
events, private parties, etc.

Flexibility is one of their main points and El
Oasis Nómada want to satisfy their
customers as much as possible. Because of
that, they offer the possibility to choose
the drinks for your event, or you can just
rely on their expertise. They like working
with top class beer, but you can also find a
trade-off between quality and budget and
can offer you and your guests either self-

service or being served by their
professional staff.

Moving is in the genes of this unique
company and they can go anywhere. They
are open for other proposals including
organising Murcian Craft Beer tasting
events in public places and they are
working on an idea for Craft Beer to take
away in reusable glass bottles called
growlers, so you can enjoy freshly made
local Craft Beer at home.

No matter if you are organizing a birthday
party, a concert or want to organize
something in your community, contact El
Oasis Nómada if you need help with the
drinks or want to enjoy their gorgeous bar
on wheels.

For more information:
Visit www.eloasisnomada.com
Tel +34 644 012 284

Urbanización Camposol, Centro Commercial A,
Local 28, 30875 Mazarrón
www.costacalidaps.com

Tel. 968 199 251. Fax: 968 199 175

Our company is dedicated to service and
our experience of over 10 years will

Provide our clients with the
care and attention they expect.

Property Conveyancing & Legal Work
Insurances

Banking & Financial Advice
Wills, Inheritance

Fiscal Representation & Advice
Translations

NIE Numbers, Residencia
Driving Licences & Car Paperwork

Aditorial

OLIVE BRANCH
Tel: 0034 659 270 885

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Religion

Well here we are in June and this year is
really flying by. As I write this in May we are
on day 58 since the Covid 19 Virus started
to impact on our daily lives and put many
restrictions upon us all.

As it will be June when you read this I am
unable at this time to be able to answer the
question of whether we will be back in the
Social Centre on Camposol B or not.

During our time of not being allowed to
have Church services, or indeed even visit
people, I have had a lot of time to think
about what God is doing in all of this. What
I have discovered is that Church as we
know it, has moved from one building and
it is now in many many buildings. We are
the Church and are all part of the body of
Christ and when it comes down to it we
don’t all need to gather in one place to

worship our Lord and Saviour. Thanks to
the technology available at our fingertips,
now we can connect with others and have
joined in services anywhere in the world.

I have also noticed watching reports that
the air quality has improved due to the lack
of vehicles. People are generally a lot
kinder and more generous than previously
and can we just hope that the ‘new normal’
could be a new beginning for the world. I
pray to God that it will be so.

I will leave you with these verses from 1
John 3 16 : 19
16We know what real love is because Jesus
gave up his life for us, so we also ought to
give up our lives for our brothers and
sisters.
17 If someone has enough money to live
well and sees a brother or sister in need but

shows no compassion—how can God’s
love be in that person?
18Dear children, let’s not merely say that we
love each other; let us show the truth by
our actions.
19Our actions will show that we belong to
the truth, so we will be confident when we
stand before God.

We normally meet every Sunday at
10.30am. You can be assured of a very
warm welcome at the Olive Branch
Christian Fellowship.
We share communion each week.
We are part of the Free Methodist church
and have charitable status.

For more information please contact Pastor
Arthur and Marge Laws on 0034 659 270
885

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

http://www.eloasisnomada.com/
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Charity ANDREA’S ANIMAL RESCUE & THE HENRIETTA FOUNDATION
TEL: 690 906 565 CHARITY No.9.980/1a

www.andreasanimalrescue.com
Well finally things seem to be going in the
right direction. Let’s hope by the time you
read this article both our shops are open
and we can start raising much-needed
money to look after all our animals. The
past couple of months has been a worrying
time, with over 80 equines, dogs and other
small animals to take care of and no income
from the shops has resulted in many
sleepless nights. I want to say thank you
from the bottom of my heart to everyone
who has helped us through these difficult
times. Without you we would have
struggled to feed and maintain the
donkeys. I look forward to being able to
thank you personally in the shops or on
Camposol when even more normality has
resumed.

We are having some maintenance work
done in the Mazarrón shop which resulted
in a small delay in re-opening. These
things have to be done and as we are
going into our 7th year there, our precious
shop deserved a little TLC. We have had a
massive clear out and tidy up too, so with a
bit of reorganising we hope the shop
continues to prosper. Our shops are our
lifeline and your donations make
everything we do possible. Once again, a
big thank you for thinking of us. We would
like to inform our customers that we will no
longer have any ‘trying on’ facilities in
either shop and we cannot accept any
returns. The majority of our clothes are
going to be ONLY 1€ for the summer, so
lots of bargains.

My heart danced for the first time in a while
when I was allowed to go to the Perrera in
Murcia. It had been closed for 9 weeks and
we had a little chap reserved for us to
rehome. It was really difficult not being
able to go and see him. We called him

Pepe and
weighing in
at only
3.20kgs at
10 weeks,
he is going
to be small.
Within an
hour of him
going onto
our FB page
he was
r e s e r v e d .
With 80
equines, we
can only
take a
l i m i t e d
number of
rescues and
Pepe it was
your lucky day!

Being in
l o c k d ow n
makes no
d i f fe rence
t o
abandoned
d o n k e y s .
We have
taken in 3
over the
past few
weeks:
Jude had
his feet tied
t o g e t h e r
with the
r o p e s
digging into
his legs and
l e a v i n g
d e e p

w o u n d s
which is not
only brutal,
but illegal.
Huge thanks
to Janet
who is
going to
s p o n s o r
him.
Our little
boy Platero
was so
depressed.
Arturo had
b a d l y
overgrown
feet.
These 3
boys are
now under the angel wings of AAR and
their new life has already started. Never
will they experience any suffering again.
We are always looking for sponsors,
especially for our new arrivals. There are
always vets and farrier bills and
sponsorship is a perfect way of learning
how they are progressing with newsletters,
photos and more. It makes a wonderful gift
and helps the charity so much. Take a look
at our FB page, send me a message via
WhatsApp, messenger or email and I will
forward you details.

If you would like to make a donation via
PayPal, please go to
andreasanimalrescuemurcia@hotmail.co
m

Every Little Really Does Help.

Thank you.

Andrea x

Jude .. enjoying life now ,
never again will he be hobbled
... and just look at those ears

Pepe on his release from the
pererra ... he now has a home

in Wales

Platero saying Hola to Honey
... I hope they will be friends

HANDYMAN BUILDER
ALLYOUR BUILDING NEEDS FENCING,

RENOVATIONS, REFORMS, PLASTERING, PAINTING

FULLY LEGAL& INSURED.
Email philipgreaves204@gmail.com Tel/Whatsapp 602 643 436

HANDYMAN
BUILDER

NO JOB TOO SMALL

M: (+34) 669 046 167 T: 968 199 121
Email:info@hrinsure.es www.hrinsure.es

Harriett Richardson Liberty Seguros
Urb. Camposol Centro Commercial Sector A

All Your Health Insurance Needs For Residency
& Peace Of Mind.

INSURE For re-registration of cars, motorbikes & motor homes.
Also the transfer of ownership of Spanish registered vehicles

Who, after re-registering over 2000 vehicles,
will put you on the right side of the road.

SPAN1SH NUMBER PLATES

TALLERES NORBERTO
YOUR LOCAL BODY & CRASH REPAIR WORKSHOP

NEW WORKSHOP NOW OPEN - NEXT TO MERCADONA IN MAZARRÓN TOWN

*Repair of small dents and scratches to full
re-sprays (especially from sun damage)

*We guide you through the whole process
of dealing with your Insurance claim

*Courtesy Cars Available

POP IN TO SEE US OR CALL US ON968 591 221
EMAIL:info@talleresnorberto.com
WWW.TALLERESNORBERTO.COM

mailto:mailto:andreasanimalrescuemurcia@hotmail.com
mailto:mailto:andreasanimalrescuemurcia@hotmail.com
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Join us in the skies above Murcia in our 2 seat aircraft.
We offer trial flights and full training by

fully qualified British instructors.
Be a passenger or take the controls on your first flight

For more information go to our website at
WWW.SUNFLIGHT.INFO

COME FLY WITH US

SIGHTSEEING TOURS

Gift
Vouchers
Available

Ideal
for

Father's
Day

SUNFLIGHT AVIATION
Alhama Airpark
Tel: 07775 742582
or 0034 634 313 972

Email: flyren12@gmail.com

Unisex Hair and Beauty

Lynn, Sharn and Sally welcome you to
TOP 2 TOE

Unisex Hair and Beauty
Calle Castellon de la Plana 28

Camposol Sector A

Same Faces
Same Location

Same Professional Service
Under new ownership

Tel/Whatsapp: 711 025 016 for appointment
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In spite of Lockdown and the State of
Alarm we’ve had loads going on at Cavalli
Foundation:
India had an endoscopy to check out her
respiratory system. Samson had the
dentist. Then the equine physio gave his
jaws a massage. His problem was neither
in his mouth nor jaws, but he couldn’t chew
and swallow. Now he’s on anti-
inflammatories, painkillers, very soft food
and the dentist again today; poor lad!
Ecolo is of an age when he’s losing his
molars. All three had also lost weight so
Vero and Reina were quickly on top of the
matter and things are better.

There is also an allergic reaction to fly and
mosquito bites, especially with the
donkeys, Sol and Lucero. The herbal
remedy book has been read and various
potions mixed up and used.

On the rescue front, Reina has been saving
fledglings falling from their nests. She
rescued two starlings. The first one went to
a bird rescue organisation within a couple
of days. The second, that thinks Reina is

mum, is still here, eating worms and insects
to his heart’s content and getting ready to
fly.

As we felt that we were missing a dog to fill
the big hole left byQueen, our hearts went
out to a 2 year-old Bull Terrier cross called
Lock (Leishmania positive) that can no
longer be kept in foster care. We hope he
can come to us, law permitting, first in
foster care and if he fits in, he will join the
pack. However, if the law finds that he is a
potentially dangerous dog and requires us
to have him chained up or kept in an
enclosure, we won’t be able to keep him in
those conditions. We want all our dogs to
be free to form part of the family.

Now the situation has been relaxed and
some businesses can re-open their doors,
Vero and Reina have been busy cleaning,
disinfecting and tidying the installations
and tack. We’re desperate to have our
people back. The horses and the dogs are
down in the mouth and bored with their
own company. They can’t understand why
there’s nobody around to give them hugs
and strokes and to play ball. Hopefully, by
the time you read this, we’ll be up and
running again.

We would like to thank all the generous
people who have been donating via Bizum
(telephone donation on 636 172 198), all
our new Teamers and all our Sponsors,
those who have taken a horse, pony or
donkey under their wing and who are
making sure of the health and welfare of
their chosen ones. This is all happening in
a virtual world, but soon you will be able to
visit, groom and make a fuss of the animals.

As we are not considered a Sports Centre
that offers services to Federated Riders
whose objective is to take part in
competition, we can’t open up until the
Official Bulletin specifically refers to our
activities. We have no idea when we can
work and earn some money, so more than
ever, we’re calling out for people to
sponsor one of our animals with a donation
of 5€ a month for their food and veterinary
care. It’s very easy. Go to our website, click
on Herd and choose one of our horses,
ponies or donkeys. At the end of the text
we explain how.

Check www.cavallifoundation.org, our
Facebook page and Instagram for news.
Whatsapp or call us on 00 34 636 172 198
Our new email address is
info@cavallifoundation.org but you can
still reach us at
infocavallifoundation@gmail.com

Donations:
Bank transfer - ES26 1491 0001 2720 5929
3726
Swift code TRIOESMMXXX

Web page or Facebook page - press on the
‘donate’ button.
Telephone donation via Bizum 636 172
198

Thank you all! Stay well and stay safe!
Better to be safe than sorry!

Charity Cavalli Foundation
“Helping Horses Help People”
Call 636 172 198 or info@cavallifoundation.orgCharity Nº: G73786279

Rescued Bird - Now Grown Up An Ready To Fly

Veronica With Sol And Lucero

Tel 968 199 860
Quicksave at Camposol would like to say a huge thank you to our customers for

your continued support during this difficult time and hope you all stay safe and well.
We're doing everything we can to ensure stocked shelves of your favourite

products
June Opening Hours

Monday-Friday 9am-7pm
Saturday 9am-6pm
Sunday 9am-3.30pm

FABULOUS OFFERS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU DURING THIS DIFFICULT
TIME. OFFERS CHANGE REGULARLY SO PLEASE VISIT US TO FIND OUT

OUR LATEST PROMOTIONS

Centro Commercial Sector B, Camposol, Mazarrón
Supermarket

MASS IN ENGLISH
religion

Roman Catholic Church
We are in St. Joseph's Church (El Saladillo),
near Camposol and Mazarrón Country
Club urbanizations (exit 17, RM3
motorway).

Schedule of Masses:
Two Masses every weekend in English

Saturday: Mass at 4.30pm (in English)
Sunday: Mass at 4.30pm (in English).

Schedule of Confessions:
Saturdays and Sundays from 3.15pm-4.20.
(Also on request).

NOTICE:
Due to the Coronavirus situation Masses
are suspended until further notice.
If you need a priest please contact Fr.
Octavio on 676 219 445, or email
ocarpena@slsonline.org

Available for ALL your
your building work

including
electrics, plumbing,

painting

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Tel: 680 326 817
Email: colemichael1906@gmail.com

http://www.cavallifoundation.org
mailto:mailto:info@cavallifoundation.org
mailto:mailto:infocavallifoundation@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:ocarpena@slsonline.org
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Wood and Gas BBQs Traditional wood ovens

Available
now
from

CONTACT US: 697 949 519
Email : info@solpellet.com or search for us on Facebook

Create stunning meals in your own garden or terrace

Pizza Ovens

Also available full range of outdoor cooking accessories

OPEN:
MON - SAT: 12PM UNTIL LATE
SUNDAY: LUNCH TIME ONLY
WE OFFER AWIDE VARIETY
OF DISHES TO SUIT
EVERYONE'S TASTE.

WE SPECIALISE IN
FISH AND BBQ MEAT.

Controlled environment
Food safety

Health guarantee against
Covid-19

TEL: 968 155 906
95 Paseo del Rihuete

30860 Puerto de Mazarrón

PUERTO DE MAZARRÓN

BEAUTIFU
L

VIEWS ACROSS

THE BAY
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Lilies
Lilies are
particularly
toxic for
cats. The
poisonous
part of the
plant hasn’t
yet been
ident ifi ed,
so your best
bet is to
simply avoid
L i l i e s
around your
home if you
also have a
pet, especially a cat. Exposure to just a tiny
amount of the toxin in a Lily plant can
cause severe or even fatal kidney disease.

Cannabis
If your dog or cat ingests any portion of a
Cannabis plant, the result can be
depression of the central nervous system,
loss of coordination, vomiting, lethargy,
increased heart rate, seizures, and coma.
This does not include Cannabis Oil.

Marijuana
Marijuana has been approved for
medicinal and even recreational use and
cultivation in certain states of America. It’s
important for any pet owner who is also
growingMarijuana in or around their home

to take precautions to keep companion
animals away from those plants.

Palm Trees
S o m e
varieties of
Palm Tree
a r e
dangerous
for both
dogs and
cats. All
parts of the
sago are
toxic, but
espec i a l l y
the ‘nuts’ or
seeds. Just
a seed or
two can
make your
p e t
desperately
ill with drooling, vomiting, lethargy,
seizures and acute liver failure.

Tulip
The entire Tulip plant is toxic to your pet,
but the bulbs are more poisonous than the
leaves or stems. Tulip bulbs can cause
serious gastrointestinal irritation, drooling,
loss of appetite, depression of the central
nervous system, convulsions and cardiac
abnormalities.

Azaleas
Species of this plant contain grayanotoxin,
a compound that will cause your dog or cat
gastrointestinal symptoms including
bloating, diarrhoea and vomiting.
Ultimately, ingestion of Azaleas can result
in coma, cardiovascular collapse and
death.

Oleander
All varieties of the Oleander plant are
poisonous for both dogs and cats. This
plant contains cardiac glycosides that can
cause sudden death from heart failure.

Castor Bean
The Castor Bean plant is deadly to both
dogs and cats. The beans of this plant
contain a toxin called ricin. Ricin can bring
on abdominal pain and bloating and
swelling of the mouth and any other part of
the gastrointestinal tract the bean oil
comes in contact with. More serious
poisoning can cause twitching, seizures,

Information

Window Blind Repairs
by

Richard the Blind Man
Tel 611 250 819

When your Spanish blind
(exterior shutter)

cord breaks / blind sticks
won’t move / falls apart

I’ll get your
blinds rolling again
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musculoskeletal convulsions, coma and
death.

Cyclamen
This common houseplant has roots that are
toxic to dogs and cats. The most common
symptom from ingestion of Cyclamen is
gastrointestinal irritation resulting in severe
vomiting.

Cilantro
The Cilantro plant can cause
gastrointestinal irritation and cardiac
arrhythmia in your pet.

Yew
The Yew plant and in fact, all species of the
taxus or Yew family of plants can cause
serious problems for both dogs and cats.

Amaryllis
Symptoms of poisoning from the
Amaryllis, also known as the Easter plant,
are vomiting, lethargy and depression.

Crocus
The autumn Crocus, a plant commonly
found in gardens and yards, can irritate
your pet’s mouth and cause diarrhoea and
bloody vomiting.

Ivy
All species of the Ivy family contain a toxin
called triterpenoids. This substance can
cause your pet gastrointestinal irritation
that results in abdominal pain, vomiting
and diarrhoea.

Schefflera contains calcium oxalates that
can cause severe irritation to your pet’s
mouth, oesophagus and stomach. Signs
your dog or cat has ingested this plant are
vomiting and diarrhoea, drooling and
difficulty swallowing.

Pothos is another very common
houseplant. Dogs and cats are sensitive to
this plant and it can cause soft tissue
irritation in your pet’s mouth resulting in
swelling of the tongue and sometimes
bleeding of the mucus membranes. If your
pet chews on a Pothos leaf, he may also
have difficulty swallowing.

For All your Insurance needs in
Spain

* Are you dealing with a fully registered and authorised company?
* Can your company offer a courtesy car without charge?

* Can your company offer protected bonus?

* Cars, bikes, quads, home (including subsidence),
health, travel, liability, life

* Policies in English – Insurance made easy!
* Cut costs not cover

For a free no obligation quotation or advice, call :
968156583
618892188

nashwarren@hotmail.com
www.nashwarreninsurance.com
Nash Warren Insurance

established 1981
Or visit our office in Bolnuevo Mazarrón

Cañadas Del Romero
near El Pareton

Servicing & Repairs for ALL makes
Pre-ITV Checks, ITVs
Computer Diagnos�cs
Tyres & Puncture Repair
Headlight Refurbishment
Ba�eries & wipers
Air condi�oning regassing

Just
5 m

ins
from

Cam
pos

ol &
Con

dad
o

Open 9am - 5pm
Mon-Fri

Property Maintenance
Replace and install door Locks
Install and repair of Persianas

(Window Blinds)
Security Improvements

Plumbing Works
Including Boiler Supply,
Repairs & Maintenance

Whole house Water
Filter Systems

Windows, Doors & Conservatories
Pergolas

All Areas Covered, Monday to Saturday,
Free no obligation quotes and security advice.

Tel 646 705 021
email bjworks@hotmail.co.uk
www.bjmaintenance.com

As the name implies we are in the business of caring
for your home on Camposol & the surrounding areas.
We have lived and worked here for over 13 years and
thus possess an extensive knowledge of the area and
local trades. We can assure you that you will find no

one better than us on or around Camposol.

Giving Holiday
Home Owners
Peace of Mind

Our standard care package includes: Key holding,
weekly property checks, monthly email updates,

arranging of services & maintenance
and much more.....

Get in touch today to find out everything we have to
offer, including exclusive offers for returning clients!

We are working from home.
Contact Laura on 685 248 434 or email

laura@camposolvillacare.com
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Dachau – where God failed to turn up
A thirty-minute train ride from Munich, on
the outskirts of the town of Dachau, stands
what’s left of an infamous Nazi camp.

Dachau, was in use from 1933 to 1945,
making it not only the first but longest
running concentration camp. It really was
the blueprint for all that followed. The
camp initially housed political opponents,
but by 1935, other ‘undesirables’ joined
them, including Jehovah’s Witnesses,
immigrants and even those who were ‘gay’.
Once the
annexation of
Austria and
t h e
Sudetenland
had taken
p l a c e ,
p o l i t i c a l
o ppon e n t s
from these
areas were
also sent to
Dachau. By
N o v em b e r
1938, 11,000
German and
Austrian Jews
were in
Dachau. In
1939, many hundreds of Roma were
deported to Dachau, while in 1940 13,000
prisoners were sent from Poland. In 1941,
the Nazis started the mass shooting of
Soviet prisoners. By 1944, there were
63,000 people in Dachau and its
surrounding subsidiary camps. The
appalling living conditions resulted in an
outbreak of typhus that killed thousands.
Overall, around 200,000 people were in
Dachau during its existence.

Tens of thousands died, people were shot,
hanged, starved and worked to death, as
well as gassed. Horrific medical
experiments were also carried out on

prisoners. All that aside, many managed to
survive and were finally liberated by the US
Army on 29th April, 1945. It is the photos
and the video footage taken by the
liberating Americans that show the real
horror of Dachau. What greeted the
Americans were not only piles of corpses
outside the crematoria, but the walking
dead; prisoners still alive, but basically
walking skeletons. These photos now form
a very important part of the exhibition you
see at Dachau. I took photos of these
photos, but I knew there’s no way they’d be
printed with this column.

I’m not normally into an ‘eye for an eye’,
but I’m drawn to the photo you see here.
Taken by the Americans, it shows two just
liberated prisoners standing over an ex-
camp guard. Who knows what happened
next….

Dachau receives close to one million
visitors per year, but I desperately wanted
to experience it by myself. Witnessing
people standing at the famous gate
grinning and taking selfies was not
something I could stomach. Really, this
does happen I’ve been told.

I was standing outside the camp’s entrance
fifteen minutes before it opened at 9am.
Being not yet in high season certainly

helped. For the first two hours, I was the
only one there. It was deathly quiet. It felt
cold. As I walked around the huge
preserved empty camp, it seemed to get
quieter and quieter until the entire outside
world evaporated, leaving just me and my
surroundings. With regard as to what took
place here, I tried to fathom out how any
conscious person could have done such a
thing to other human beings. As much as I
tried, I simply couldn’t and probably never
will be able to comprehend such evil,
therefore I don’t have an answer to my own
question.

I also have to admit, that whilst walking
round Dachau, I got angry - very angry - at
‘God’, my thoughts being, “Where were
you? Why did you do nothing?”

“You failed to turn up, didn’t you?” I said
out loud to an empty camp.

I want my photos to do the talking this
month; therefore, no more from me on the
subject.

Never a Dull Moment
By George R Mitchell

Around the World

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!
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Find more information at www.airparkmurcia.com
or call us anytime on 618 806 989.

Email: sales@airparkmurcia.com
WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU !

Telephone
618 806 989

Short Term and Long Term Parking at
RMU Corvera Airport

Providing both Internal and External Parking for both
short term and long term reservations.

Meet and greet service right outside the
main terminal building, situated just 3 kms away

from our secure storage areas.

Also providing other main services such as Servicing,
Repairs, ITVs and Valets whilst you are away.

Prices start at just 30€ per week or just 260€ per year.
Call us now on 618 806 989 to reserve your place.

Do you want a fly-free dining area?
We flyscreen terraces, gazebos,

outside kitchen areas etc

Kevin’s Fly Screens & Aluminium Services

Quality Without Compromise!

Made-to-measure flyscreens
for windows, doors, patios

and rejas
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I am really hoping that by the time this
article comes out things will have moved
forward and we are coming out of this
difficult time of lockdown.

Most Churches have been using social
media to relay a service on Sundays. St
Nicholas also does this and Rev Val Caffyn
has been recording a service from her
home each Sunday at 10.30am. It has been
a wonderful way of hearing what the Lord
tells us and knowing that we are not alone,
that all our friends and fellow Church
members are tuning in to watch and listen.
Thank you Rev Val for keeping us all in
touch.

I wonder what lesson we can take from
being isolated in our home for several
weeks. I think we have learned not to take
our way of life for granted; suddenly, not
being able to shop where we wanted, not
being able to go to the beach, the gym,
meet up with friends, go out for meals etc.

has it made us appreciate what a free life
we usually enjoy? I hope so.

It is wonderful to realise that so many
citizens are so selfless and give their time,
energy and money to help those less
fortunate. We are surrounded by these
people daily, but do we take them for
granted? I believe we do. Giving is
something we all are encouraged as
Christians to do as part of our everyday
lives. We have become aware of so many
outstanding acts of generosity from our
neighbours and friends.

We learn from the scriptures that we should
respect those who govern us and order our
society. I ask you all to take seriously the
advice we have been given. Remember it is
not just for our own protection, but also for
the protection of others and especially
those most vulnerable.

God created the world in 6 days and on the
7th day he rested. Is this our time to rest and

revaluate our lives? Certainly this has been
like a ‘time out’ from our normal schedules
and I believe most of us have had more
time to be in contact with family, friends
and God; time to think, time to assess, time
to value those things that are important
and those that are not.

God is the shepherd of his flock. He
protects them. Without their shepherd,
sheep tend to get lost. Similarly, we need
help to find the right path in life. God
guides us into the right way of life.

A short Church service by Rev Val Caffyn
can be seen on St Nicholas Church
Camposol Facebook page each Sunday at
10.30am.

If things have been relaxed enough to
make normal Church services possible,
they are held each Sunday at 10.30am

Chris Leiper

St Nicholas Ecumenical Church
English Branch 634 143 260 German Branch 968 978 961

Religion

Registered Animal Charity Nº 9.971/1
Helping the animals of Mazarrón for a better future for all!

Email: info@noahsarcmurcia.com

Rehoming and adoption: 602 653 639
Rescue and emergency:

603 206 363 and 604 346 163
Port shop: 602 624 521

Camposol shop: 634 332 335

Noah’s A.R.C. Animal RescueCharity

Lady - a medium sized girl, age 3 years old,
she was found tied to a fence as a pup.
Lady has been in kennels far too long and
really deserves a loving home. She is fully
vaccinated and spayed.

Dancer - a stunning Podenco approx 6
years old, he gave the team the run-around
trying to catch him, but eventually we won.
Dancer has Leishmania which means 2
tablets a day costing around 3€ a month.
He is fully vaccinated and neutered.

Rory is a handsome Galgo 2 years old. He
loves other dogs and humans. A really
lovely boy, he has been fully vaccinated
and neutered.

If you like the look of any of these dogs
please contact Jane on 602 653 639. She
will be happy to arrange for you to meet
them as soon as possible.

We are always looking for goods to sell in
our shops to raise funds and will be happy
to collect any larger items. Due to the
Corona virus lockdown our shops were
closed until 11th May. This put a big strain
on our resources so your donations would
be very gratefully received via our website
or Facebook page. This is our PayPal
address: NA1Treasurer@gmail.com

Dancer

Lady

Rory

Alex Woods

696 667 182

MEDICAL

LEGAL

DAILY SERVICES

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
HOME SERVICE

SALES

REPAIRS

INSTALLATIONS

TUITION

24H TRANSLATION
SERVICES

alex.woods@hotmail.es

/paul_theplumber
www.englishplumbermurcia.com

Email:paultheplumber@hotmail.co.uk

Call Paul for a FREE no
Obligation Quote on :
634 326 804
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Christian Fellowship
Media! Where would we be without it? It’s
helping to keep us all in touch during this
crisis.

We have been having all sorts of meetings
online, including catching up with family
and friends, being able to laugh with each
other and see friendly faces. It’s been good
to be able to join in worship with those in
other countries as well as here in Spain, but
there are those without these facilities or
feel it’s all beyond them. They also need
the same contact especially those living
alone and we have been doing our best to
keep in touch with them too, offering
encouragement through other means.
Zoom, WhatsApp and other media are all
good, but sadly exclusive. You have to be
invited and be in possession of a password
to be able to join in.

The same can’t be said about God and I for
one am just so thankful that God isn't
exclusive. He is there for everyone.

You have already been invited and Jesus
put the password in when He died on the
cross and took on all our sins.

Read the bible. It doesn’t talk about us
looking for God. It talks about God looking
for us. Nothing would delight Him more
than to have a personal relationship with
each one of us. He invites every single

person to His party. You just need to say
yeh or nay.

If you would like to contact us regarding
anything we have publicised or may be
planning in the future, our contact details
are:

Lynda.spain@hotmail.co.uk
Derek.tycymru@gmail.com
Tel 633 447 937

Welcome House
3A Campillo y Suertes
Cehegin

C/. Gran Via, 18 - Bajo
30400 Caravaca de la Cruz

(Murcia)

Tel: 968 705 406
Mobile: 646 924 969

WELCOME HOUSE
Tel 633 447 937 www.sites.google.com/site/casawelcome2013

Religion

SPANISH STUDENTS VIEWS
Information

The Risks Of Social Networks
Nowadays, technology and Social Networks
are part of our lives. Almost everyone has, or
has had, a Facebook profile and the number
of users continues to grow. Mobile phones are
the most common gadget we use, to have
access to different platforms.

Social Networks have a positive side;
families can be in touch no matter how far
they are from each other and some shared
pieces of work can be completed without
travelling to a specific location, but they also
have their drawbacks as they can become an
addiction. We all have seen someone having
a glance at their mobile phone while waiting
at the traffic lights, or a group of friends
messaging instead of talking. In other words,
sense of freedom, easy access to the Internet
at any time, shopping at your fingertips, tons
of leisure options… everything seems to be
alluring, but in fact it is addictive, even
triggering psychological problems.

According to recent research carried out by
the Addictions Centre at Oxford University,

the Internet
holds certain
features that
make it
a dd i c t i v e .
For example,
interact ing
may convey
the feeling of
being with
other people
at all times,
so loneliness
seems to disappear with ‘fake’ friends. It can
also give us a false sense of participation,
giving opinions in forums and sites, even if we
are shy or insecure. When we talk about
addiction to technology, we are dealing with
ways over which one loses control and
devices become a refuge against the suffering
or fear of facing reality and its daily problems,
which may lead to social isolation.

Among the alarm signals to watch out for is
surfing the Internet more than you need to,
just because it makes you feel relaxed, or

when you avoid places in which there is no
Internet connection, or when it interferes with
other vital activities such as sleeping, eating
or socializing. Furthermore, if the fact that
your Internet connection doesn’t work
infuriates you, if you reject other essential
activities such as family life, your studies/
work, your health, or you check your mobile at
all times even while driving, then you are on
the brink of disaster.

We can become slaves to technology if we
don’t know how to manage and make proper
use of devices. Start by planning your day
without your mobile phone, keeping it away
when performing a task which is significant to
you. Use the silent mode switch as an aid so
you enjoy the company of your family and
friends and take delight in talking to people in
person, as reality is full of great moments that
can be seen directly with our eyes and not
through a screen.

Maravillas Moya Cabrera
Escuela Oficial de Idiomas

mailto:mailto:Lynda.spain@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:mailto:Derek.tycymru@gmail.com
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As you are all aware the world has been in
various stages of quarantine or lockdown
for several months. WARM cancelled its
walk on 14th March and the rest of the
season has gradually been written off.

This month I am going back to 2011 in
Nepal where Chris, my husband and I did a
brief trip after 10 weeks in India. We started
in very polluted Kathmandu and headed
to the Kathmandu Valley to a place called
Dhulikel for some fresh air. We stayed in a
lovely guest house called Snow View and
our host was called Arjun. Our breakfast
was served on a roof terrace with the
Himalayas in the distance.

We did some walking on our own,
including 100 steps up to the beautiful Kali
temple. Our host organised a local guide,
Iso, for a one day walk and we went in a taxi
to Nagarkot. We started the walk at 6,500
feet and the views were stunning. To give
you a better idea, that is twice the height of
Scafell or one and a half times Ben Nevis.
We had deliberately driven to the top to
mostly walk downhill for about 12k.

Iso was a very gentle and humble guy; he
was about 25 and hadn’t gone to school
because of the troubles in Nepal. He
worked two jobs to fund his studies to be a
guide and was incredibly proud of the fact
that his 5 year old son was in school and

learning to read and write, funded by his
work as a guide. His house had no running
water and he ran up and down about 80
steps several times every day to keep his
family supplied with water.

It proved to be fabulous walking with wildly
different scenery, beautiful terracing, fields
of rice and lots of women working in the
fields and carrying amazing loads. The
weather at the start had been cool and
misty, but as we descended it got warmer
and about 12.30pm we stopped for lunch
peering down at the next section. The
descent was down a very uneven staircase
so you were unable to get a rhythm and
you had to constantly watch your feet. I

was terrified of
falling and the
t e m p e r a t u r e s
continued to rise. I
was exhausted at
the bottom, partly
due to the tension
created by the
amount of
c o n c e n t r a t i o n
needed. The uphill
was challenging in a
different way and by
the time I got to the
top I was completely

s h a t t e r e d
and had
b l i s t e r e d
feet. I could
go no
further!!

Iso rang his
mate who
came with a
battered old
motorb ike
and I had
the hairiest
of trips back
down to
Dhu l i khe l ,
mainly over
rough track.
It sometimes felt like we were riding down
a set of stairs! I was never more grateful for
a cup of Nepali tea when I got back.

Back to Murcia and the new season
hopefully will start in September. We send
details of the next walk to our WARM
mailing list, normally about a fortnight
ahead. If you are interested in joining us on
a walk and want to be on our mailing list
then please contact Norma on
Warm2005@gmail.com

Hey, I’m getting
pretty good at
doing virtual stuff
on Zoom. I have
progressed from
simply doing virtual
weekly services to
producing videos.
By the time
lockdown is finally
over I’ll be a real
pro. I did a video
for The Olive
Grove Retreat to
encourage folk in
these difficult
times, with my wife Jean and our good
friend Gerry who lives in Ireland. Gerry
comes over (or did!) to his place in
Camposol and comes to Calasparra to see

us. We talk about the Retreat and make
plans.

Gerry was a Franciscan brother. Then he
got married and that kinda knocked his
monastic life on the head! Anyway, we
made what I think is a brill video. It took
three days of rehearsal and retakes, but we
got there in the end. It has now reached
thousands and got some positive
comments, except a dear lady who wrote a
scathing post: “B******* to your ‘god’. It
doesn’t exist.”
Being a tough, very broadminded old so
and so (and military chaplain), I had to resist
the temptation to reply in a similar vein. Of
course I replied that I am sorry she feels like
that; many people do, but we must respect
different points of view. Actually I felt very
sad; not just that she clearly needs to

improve her English grammar, but how
bitter and entrenched she seems. Most
people just ignore Christianity, but have
sufficient respect not to openly abuse
Deity. After all, if you are not completely
certain about whether God exists or not,
why abuse Him just in case He does!

If you would like a confidential chat by
Skype, Zoom, or a simple email or ‘phone
call then please do contact me. I don’t bite,
listen well and am definitely world savvy.
ahrea2@yahoo.co.uk
Tel 634 386 179

‘Bye for now and God bless

Rev Andrew

The Rockin' Vicar
Religion

Ctra. del Santuario

30420 Calasparra - Murcia

602 459 311 & 968 955 942
Urbanización Valle del Sol

Alfonso Serrano Navarro

Bebidas, Pan, Leche &Conservas
Drinks, Bread,Milk & Preserves

Leisure
WARM - Walkers around Murcia
Email: Warm2005@gmail.com

Iso-our guide

Part of the steps down

Simple farm

mailto:mailto:Warm2005@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:ahrea2@yahoo.co.uk
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During this recent crisis it has become
even more evident that supporting
local businesses is so important.

These are uncertain times. Everywhere,
governments have been halting
international travel, ordering people to
stay home and closing non-essential

businesses.
T h e s e
m e a s u r e s
a r e
designed to
slow the
spread of
the global
p a ndem i c
C O V I D -
19 and keep
people safe.
For many,
i n c l u d i n g
s e r v i c e
i n d u s t r y
staff and
healthcare workers, the impact of
these measures has been devastating.
The same is true for independent

business owners, especially those in
the infancy of their entrepreneurial
journeys. Many have been forced to
close their doors. Some may never
reopen.

While the need to help the
independent business community is
most immediately obvious, the
benefits of shopping small extend
beyond times of crisis. At the moment
we are all social distancing, which
means our money is not flowing into
local cafés, gyms and shops. Many of
these businesses have made clever
ways to entice their customers without
human contact. There are ways that we
as a local community can secure the
futures of our local small businesses

10% on all reservations on receipt of the
voucher between June 2020 and March 2021.

Strictly not transferable
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

1 Voucher Per Transaction
Find more information at www.airparkmurcia.com

or call us anytime on 618 806 989.

Telephone
618 806 989

10% off of the total bill for all products and
services throughout the month of June.

Contact Greg by calling
966 848 849 or 711 006 510

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

2let2sell2buy are offering 100 Euro
towards legal fees on purchasing
a property during this month

Call 968 979 876 for an appointment
to find you dream home

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

Buy 2 large appliances and get
9% discount on both

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

1 Voucher Per Transaction

est. 2010

tjelectricalscamposol@gmail.com
(0034) 868 181 121

Unisex Hair and Beauty

10% off throughout
June

Call 711 025 016 for
an appointment.

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL"
to claim your discount

10% discount voucher during June
Call 611 25 08 19

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount
One voucher per transaction

To keep you safe
Richard the Blind Man

now wears mask, gloves
and protective clothes to

repair your window
blinds

https://www.shopify.com/covid19
https://www.shopify.com/covid19
https://www.shopify.com/independents
https://www.shopify.com/independents
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and help them shine in these dark
times.

In lean times, consumers are very
careful with their money and forget
most luxuries. From cutting back on
extras to more prudent spending and
budgeting, people inject a degree of
caution into their financial habits. In
such a volatile environment, smaller,
local businesses count on your
patronage in order to stay afloat. Every

transaction is precious to them, so
when deciding where to spend your
hard-earned money on a special
dinner or a gift for a friend, consider
the benefits of turning to local,
independently owned businesses
within our community.

Competition from chain stores,
high retail leases and struggles
to secure funding or manage cash flow
all contribute to well-known small-
business failure rates. Small businesses
are important to the economic and
social fabric of our community and we
all play a part in their survival. There
are far-reaching advantages by
deciding to shop locally.
By supporting local businesses, you
are in turn supporting your local
economy. Significantly more money
stays in a community when purchases
are made at locally owned rather than
nationally owned businesses.
Local businesses are more likely to
utilize other local businesses such as
banks, service providers and bars and
restaurants.
Independent retailers return more than
three times as much money to the
community in which they operate than
chain stores. Independent restaurants
return more than twice as much money
per sales than national restaurant
chains.

Small businesses account for 65% of all
new jobs and likely to employ local
people.

In addition to helping build the local
economy, there are also notable
intangible benefits that come from
supporting businesses in your local
community.

PROPERTY SALES & PROPERTY RENTALS
CENTRO COMERCIAL B, URB CAMPOSOL, MAZARRÓN

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

2% COMMISSION
(NO MINIMUM FEE)
FOR ALL NEW
PROPERTIES
AT CAMPOSOL,
REGISTERED
DURING JUNE

+34 968 592 679
SALES@ANOTHERWORLDPROPERTIES.NET
WWW.ANOTHERWORLD-PROPERTIES.COM

Tel: 0034 968 422 543
15% DISCOUNT ON ALL EARTHENWARE

AND GLAZED POTS IN JUNE -
except for those that are already discounted

in the outlet zone 1, 2, 3.
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

Alex Woods

696 667 182 alex.woods@hotmail.es

1 yrs FREE Antivirus Subscription on all new
computers purchased during June.

As always, we're available 24 hours a day,
every day, and I will be wearing a face mask
and gloves to help keep everyone safe
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

1 Voucher Per Transaction

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

5% discount on all orders from
our Outdoor Oven and BBQ range

placed in June
CONTACT US: 697 949 519

We are fully operational again
but on an appointment only basis.

We are offering 5% discount during June
1 Voucher Per Transaction

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

SPAN1SH NUMBER PLATES

5€ off any treatments in June
with Bori, Fallon or Shauna

The Salon & The Salon 2
TEL/WHATSAPP 691 916 717 OR 653 463 490

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

https://www.shopify.com/blog/gender-bias-funding
https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/advocacy/Frequently-Asked-Questions-Small-Business-2018.pdf
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Local businesses are owned and
operated by your neighbours! They
care about and are invested in the
well-being of your community and its
future.
Supporting local businesses is good
for the environment because they
often have a smaller carbon footprint
than larger companies.

The intimacy and personalized care of
small businesses is obviously
important. Many new business owners
launch alone and fill every role in the
business, including customer service.
Without higher management and
corporate policy, small business
owners can bend their own rules and
good ones will bend over backward for
each shopper or client because every
single customer matters when you are
a small business. Small businesses also
shine in diversity and uniqueness.

It isn’t always the easiest or most
convenient option to visit a local
independent business rather than a
large national chain store, but there are
plenty of ways you can help support

your local economy by thinking ‘local’
first. There are also ways to support
small businesses while social
distancing:
Purchase a birthday present at a local
gift shop.
Buy gift vouchers that can be used
within a certain time.
Visit websites of local businesses and
order online.
Visit a local garden centre or hardware
store for your garden needs.
Get your car serviced at a local
mechanic.

Buy local food and cook meals at
home.
Have a drink or celebrate at local bars
and restaurants.

The next time you run out of groceries,
need to do a little shopping or get
your car checked over, visit your local
businesses and see what they have to
offer! You could discover some great
products and services while helping to
build a strong and successful
community around you.
Due to the restrictions still in place,
those businesses that have re-opened
have had to adhere to certain
conditions such as social distancing,
sanitisation and possibly setting up an
appointment system. In this feature
you'll find fabulous offers and
discounts offered by our local
advertisers during June. So "SUPPORT
LOCAL" and help your Community.*:

* Terms and conditions apply.
1 voucher per transaction and the
voucher can only be used on one
occasion

1 month free for all new Villa Care Standard Care Policies.
T&C's Apply

AND
10% discount on baby equipment hire between June and August

We are working from home
Contact Laura on
685 248 434 or

email laura@camposolvillacare.com
1 Voucher Per Transaction

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

Receive an additional remote control for free
when you have a new electric motor fitted

on your entrance gate.

Please call 686 733 844
for a free no obligation quote

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

10% discount on all new House Insurance Policies
during June

Discounts also available on Car Insurance Policies
(on presentation of existing policy)
Visit our office at Camposol B or
contact us by phone, email or FB

1 Voucher Per Transaction
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL"

to claim your discount

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL"
to claim your discount

Tiler and Decorator
General Property Maintenance

10% off any jobs
quoted for and booked
in during June and July

Rose Parker Galería de Arte
21 Calle Toneleros

(next to Tourist Info Office)
Puerto de Mazarrón 30860
Email: info@roseparker.art
Website: roseparker.art

Tel: 634 345 763

June opening hours pending
permission from the town hall
will be 11-2pm, then 5-8pm.

Possibility of later in the day for
art classes by special

arrangement.

10% off 4 week art classes for the
first 15 people - max of 3 people

per class

10% off pet or people portraits for
the first ten.

All by appointment only.
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL"

to claim your discount

10% off colour services
with Jordon in June
Only available with this voucher

Tel: 968 971 828
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

1 Voucher Per Transaction

http://www.independentwestand.org/support-independent-business/search/
http://www.independentwestand.org/support-independent-business/search/
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David Pools

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

Receive a free hoover-head/brush
when we install a new swimming pool

for you in June.
Please call 686 733 844

for a free no obligation quote

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount
1 Voucher Per Transaction

‘Curtain Call’
Upholstery & Blinds too

Call Sally or Peter on 616 240 171
For a complete bespoke service

10% off indoor curtains and blinds
for orders taken during June

Costa Calida Chronicle
THE longest established free
magazine in Murcia. Whether
you're an existing customer or
looking to advertise to increase
your business potential, contact
us quoting "Support Local".
Pay for 6 months advertising
in advance and get the 7th

month FREE
Contact sales on
619 199 407

Nash Warren Insurance
Receive a free pen and pencil set
for all new policies taken out in

June and July
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

1 Voucher Per Transaction
Call : 968 156 583

618 892 188
nashwarren@hotmail.com

www.nashwarreninsurance.com

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

by Yvonne

Permanent Beauty

Free lash lift & tint when you book a new
set of microbladed brows during June

Tel: 663 176 233 / email: yvonne.johnson1@me.com
Facebook: @permanentbeautybyyvonne

10% genuine discount on all exterior painting and
waterproofing work quoted for during June,
for work to be carried out in September

1 Voucher Per Transaction

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

Tel: 0034 626 960 354 0034 659 426 301

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

CLÍNICA
VETERINARIA
MEDITERRÁNEO
Tel: 968 589 457
Emergency: 625 559 632

20% discount on certain
vaccinations including

rabies and various others.
Please contact me
for further details

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount
1 Voucher Per Transaction

Car Registrations Spain

Spain: 711 001 721
UK: 02380 200 706

info@car-registrations-spain.com
www.car-registrations-spain.com

20% discount on workshop services when
we import your vehicle in June 2020

Tel 968 199 860
FABULOUS OFFERS AVAILABLE TO

HELP YOU DURING THIS DIFFICULT TIME.
OFFERS CHANGE REGULARLY SO PLEASE

VISIT US TO FIND OUT OUR LATEST
PROMOTIONS AND QUOTE

"SUPPORT LOCAL"

Centro Commercial Sector B, Camposol, Mazarrón
Supermarket

For All Your TV Needs

Tel:
686 358 475

Subscribe to internet TV in June or July
and get 12 months subscription for the price of
11 and 10% of the price of the required digibox.

1 Voucher Per Transaction
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount
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JARDINERÍA
EL MILAGRO

5%DISCOUNTONALL PURCHASES
BYQUOTING "SUPPORT LOCAL".
1 VOUCHER PERTRANSACTION.

DOES NOTAPPLYTO EXISTINGOFFERSALREADY
ADVERTISED

Paco +34 610 949 595
pacogardener@hotmail.com

www.jardineriaelmilagro.es

Award winning Vitamins,
Supplements & CBD

5% Online Discount
Use promo code

IBER05 at checkout
www.iberoptima.com
Limited to a single use

HANDYMAN BUILDER
ALLYOUR BUILDING NEEDS FENCING,

RENOVATIONS, REFORMS, PLASTERING, PAINTING

Email philipgreaves204@gmail.com
Tel/Whatsapp 602 643 436

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

5% discount with this advert
during the Month of June

Specially with the Covid-19 you want to feel
safe in your car.

This disinfects and deodorises your car
Special offer for June, discounted to 25
Euro , Disinfects and deodorises through

the ultrasonic nebulizer system.
Call KWIKFIX on

634 317 310 to book
your appointment.

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to
claim your discount

10% discount for all jobs in June
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

1 Voucher Per Transaction

Tel: 609 265 899

Alan Eustace Locksmith

We are back open!
Business as usual!

We are looking forward to seeing all our
customers again!

Tel: 968 153 907

1 years free supply of chemicals &
replacement filter with all hot tubs

purchased in June
Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount

1 Voucher Per Transaction

Find us inside Amber Pools, Camposol
Quality Hot Tubs and Swim Spas

650 722 905 or 650 769 103
www.eurospas1.com

email: eurospas gmail.com

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL"
to claim your discount

Controlled
environment
Food safety

Health guarantee
against Covid-19

TEL: 968 155 906
95 Paseo del Rihuete

30860 Puerto de Mazarrón

PUERTO DE
MAZARRÓN

Receive 10% off the total bill when
dining with a group of 6 people or
more during the month of June

10% discount on
all new work
during June

1 Voucher Per
Transaction/Quote

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL"
to claim your discount

Tel: 680 326 817
Email: colemichael1906@gmail.com

10% on all new bookings
taken during June for trial
flights, sightseeing tours

and training

SUNFLIGHT AVIATION
Alhama Airpark
Tel: 07775 742582
or 0034 634 313 972

Email: flyren12@gmail.com

Mention "SUPPORT LOCAL" to claim your discount
1 Voucher Per Transaction
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Chris Pearce
+34 682 912 097

FULLY LEGAL AND INSURED

Capstone Repair & Painting
Crack Repair
Regrouting
Tile Replacement
Pressure Washing
Specialist Cleaning

RE-GROU
T

YOUR POOL

Email: chris.jpearce@hotmail.co.uk
www.revamppools.com

Buying and selling property
Writing and reviewing contracts

Full property registration
Conveyancing

Wills and inheritance

Tax liabilities
for residents and non-residents

Judicial proceedings

Accounting

DRIVING LICENCES VEHICLE REGISTRATION
SOCIAL SECURITY MARRIAGE

CHANGES TO:

San Miguel 6
Entlo

30201 Cartagena
Tel: 968 521 008

Avd Doctor Meca, 34 Bajo
Puerto de Mazarrón

30875 Murcia
Tel: 968 154 521

LEGAL ADVICE ON:

OPEN
MONDAY TO THURSDAY

9AM-6PM
FRIDAY 9AM-3PM

Email: secretaria@ferrandezabogado.com
www.ferrandezabogado.com

A professional law firm which was established in 2004
by lawyer Antonio Rafael Ferrández García,

who has been in practice since 1989. Dedicated to foreign nationals
who come to live in Spain temporarily or on a permanent basis.

MOBILEWELDING SERVICE AVAILABLE

Tel Stan: 636 050 008
Established since 1999 in the Murcia Region

Email: stan@eriksmetalwork.com
www.eriksmetalwork.com

* REJAS
* DOORS

* GARDEN GATES
* RAILINGS
* CARPORTS

* STAIRCASES ETC

RUSTY REJAS? LET US:-

WEMAKE
OR REPAIR

* SANDBLAST
* POWDERCOAT
* RE-PAINT
* GALVANISE
THEM FORYOU

NEWTO ERIKS
MANUFACTURE OF GARDEN SHEDS
AND STORAGE ROOM - ALL SIZES,
MAINTENANCE FREE GALVANISED

STEEL AND POWDER COATED IN YOUR
CHOICE OF COLOUR
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The current lockdown situation has not
stopped the influx of requests for help to
rescue abandoned and at risk animals in
the Mazarrón area. In fact it’s almost
business as usual for FMA, as we have
endeavoured to deliver dogs and cats to
potential foster and permanent homes. Of
course the majority of our fund raising
events have been cancelled or postponed,
but it has made us think a little out of the
box with the introduction of our 100 club
(numbers still available) and Renee’s face
masks which can add a bit of colour to
supplement those medically approved
masks. We must also thank our supporters
who have given donations to us in this very
difficult time, without which we would have
struggled to do the work we are doing; we
are so grateful to you all.

May 1st saw the International Day Of The
Podenco. Although, because of the current
situation, we were unable to join in the
regular marches to mark this day, we were
more than happy to raise awareness of
these quite often mistreated dogs on our

page. It was lovely to see supporters post
pictures of their own Podencos enjoying a
happy and safe life. Facing similar
persecution are the wonderful Spanish
Galgos and we were happy to be able to
rescue and transport six Galgos (ex-hunting
dogs) to the fabulous rescue Galgos de
Almeria where they will be found forever
homes; such a great rescue. We cannot
thank Sandy and John enough for all their
hard work.

Operation ‘Puppy Pick Up’ at the
beginning of May saw the transport of the
‘detective’s pups’ Johnny Cash andWill to
the Animal Hotel in Águilas and also the
rescue of seven Galgo pups; three of which
are now with the rescue Loving Dogs. It
was a very busy day for all concerned with
expert planning and preparation. Most
days in fact have included vets’ visits, pick-
ups and transportation as it’s been an
extremely busy four weeks.

We must take this opportunity to really
thank all our adopters and fosterers who

have stepped up during this time to help.
Without our regular fund raising events, we
totally rely on the kindness of people to
take animals into their homes and we
couldn’t survive without you. Hopefully
next month will see a return to some
normality and the possibility of a return to
some of our fund raising events. In the
meantime if you think you can help us in
anyway please contact us. You can find our
adoption album on our Facebook page.
Please like us and share our message.

FRIENDS OF MAZARRÓN ANIMALS
fma.murcia@gmail.com

+34 626 960 354

CHARITY

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!



At the time of writing, the lockdown has
started to ease and, hopefully, the situation
will be continuing to improve by the time
this edition of the Costa Cálida Chronicle
is published.

In accordance with the regulations, B
Clean’s volunteer workers have been
‘standing down’, but doubtless ready and
raring to go as soon as permitted (!!!). It has
become apparent that some residents on
Camposol B and elsewhere have been
doing some ‘guerrilla gardening’ by
picking up rubbish and pulling out
roadside weeds whilst out and about.
Thanks to everybody who has been helping
out like that; even a small effort makes a
difference and does make the main work a
little easier. Whilst nature has been making
lots of extra work it has been kind enough
to supply a continuing display of colour
with the wild flowers on the various areas of
campo. The oleanders on C/Lavanda that
were planted by B Clean have been
particularly attractive.

Unfortunately, some residents have not
seen the campo as an attractive natural
resource but as a dumping ground for their
waste, especially rubble and plant material.
The latter is particularly irritating as the
council skips on the lower B car park have
been available throughout the lockdown
and have been emptied as necessary. Once
the work parties can resume, it is hoped
that some of this fly-tipped material can be
cleared away thus returning the

countryside to its natural state. This work
will be conducted in addition to the normal
gardening works so will not interrupt the
necessary weeding, litter-picking etc
carried out by volunteers.

Getting our sector looking nice and tidy
again is going to take time, so we would
ask residents to bear with us whilst we play
‘catch-up’. The hot weather will force a
cessation of outside activities soon in any
event, so time will be of the essence. Some
additional hands in the meantime, will
make things move along so much faster, so,
once again, please give some thought to
supporting B Clean. Donations of your
cash are always welcome, but volunteers to
help out with the work are worth their
weight in gold (and that could be quite a
lot after the lockdown snacking...).

We can be contacted through our
Facebook page, so please get in touch. For
now, all best wishes to our members and
supporters in these challenging times.
Stay safe. Stay healthy.
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Charity

Costa Cálida
Lifeline 634 312 516 Advice and Information 634 344 589

We do hope all our members, volunteers
and supporters are keeping well during this
lockdown period.

Our Drop in Centre will remain closed
until September and all our normal
monthly activities, Coffee Mornings,
Afternoon Teas, Menús Del Dia, Chair
Exercises, Table Top Sales etc have been
postponed for now but we hope will
resume in September.

Please remember we are still here for
advice and information, to help with
shopping or medicine collection and our

befrienders for our clients are still very
much active.

Our phone lines as listed below will still be
manned as usual.

Black & White Ball – Sadly our Ball which
was to be held on 4th September has had to
be cancelled this year, but to all our
disappointed supporters of this popular
event … see you next year!

New Year’s Day Swim 2021 – On a
positive note we are still planning to hold
our annual New Year’s Day Swim on 1st
January next year and sponsorship forms

for this are available now, so please give us
a call or send an email to
ageconcerncostacalida@gmail.com and
we will get them to you.

In the meantime, our very best wishes for
the coming month, take care and please...

STAY SAFE!

Phones – 10am-4pm Mon to Fri
Enquiries - 634 344 589
Events - 634 336 484
Equipment Loan - 634 306 927

B CLEAN’ GARDENING GROUP
Facebook: "B Clean" Community Gardening

bcleangardening@gmail.com

GROUPs

We collect and deliver your car.
Replacement cambelts

Brakes
Welding and much more

ITVs with pre-checks

For a reliable service at competitive prices

Only 5 minutes from the new Corvera Airport.
Leave your car with Pete to ITV/Service

it whilst you are away.

Call Peter on
666 161 129

p.s.carservices@gmail.com

MOBILE

ENGLISH

CAR

MECHANIC
Opening Hours:

Monday to Friday: 9am - 2pm

Professional, qualified English speaking

Solicitors and Accountants
Understand your issues
in your own language.

- Property Conveyancing
- Civil and Business Litigation

- Wills and Inheritance
- Contracts

- Accounting
- Corporation Tax, IVA

- Resident and Non-Resident Tax
- International Tax Advice

- Communities Administration

mailto:mailto:ageconcerncostacalida@gmail.com
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Email: silvanaeb@mazarron.es

News News From Your Councillor For Camposol
and International Relations

From Silvana
B u x t o n ,
Councillor for
Camposol and
In te r na t iona l
Relations

Spain has now
been on
lockdown for
over two
months and the
w h o l e
population has
had to adapt to
the restrictive
rules and regulations that our National and
Regional Governments are constantly
reviewing in order to gently ease the nation
into a return to a new normality. Having
gone through Phase zero and Phase one,
new challenges and constraints will test the
will-power and resilience of people of all
ages and from all walks of life in Phase two.
However, this cloud does have a silver
lining, which Silvana described in her letter
of thanks to the residents of her
Constituency, part of which she is now
sharing with the readers of the Costa
Cálida Chronicle:

The Magic Of ‘Giving’
Life is not always kind; in fact, we could say
that, in most cases, it is definitely a
challenge. The last few weeks have
severely tested our capability and our
willingness to ‘rise to the challenge’. When

faced with the destructive power of the
Coronavirus and the stringent restrictions
imposed by the Government in order to
defeat it, many of us have selflessly turned
our thoughts to the less fortunate, be it
families, elderly or vulnerable people and
all who are in desperate need of the most
basic things that we all take for granted
each day, but for them they are now a
lifeline to survival.

Camposol has risen to the challenge, with
its generous response to the selfless
donation of face masks, organised by
Father Juan José from the Church of St
José (Puerto de Mazarrón) who is also the
President of the Charitable Organization
CARITAS and the cooperation of Silvana
Buxton, Councillor for Camposol.

It all began with ‘GIVING’

After expressing her concerns to the Mayor
of Mazarrón, Gaspar Miras, for lack of face
masks for Camposol and Mazarrón Country
Club, Silvana was directed to Father Juanjo
(as he is affectionately known by all) who,
since the outbreak of the Coronavirus, has
been coordinating the region-wide
distribution of cotton (or similar washable
material) and re-usable face masks, made
by his fantastic team of volunteers.

Within days, Father Juanjo provided 250
masks which Silvana distributed in the foyer
of Consum (Camposol B) on Friday 17th
April, by kind permission of Sr. Blas, the

Director. A second supply of 100 masks
was distributed on Tuesday 21st April by
Sue Tinkler who kindly offered her help.
Alongside the mask-distribution table, a
trolley was placed to collect donations of
food, toiletries and anything useful for the
needy families in the municipality. This was
Father Juanjo’s humble wish, rather than
collecting money. The response was
staggering - in no-time-at-all a number of
trolleys were filled to the brim, for Father
Juanjo to collect and take to his
distribution centre and this is still
continuing.

A willing team of ladies from Camposol
and surrounding areas also worked hard at
making more face masks with the material
provided by Father Juanjo, who was
delighted to be able to distribute more
masks to hospitals, nursing homes,
organizations, associations and all who
required them throughout the Murcia
Region.

The simple action of GIVING, is breaking
down the barriers of language and cultural
differences, of age and gender, of isolation
and solitude. Help, offered in time of
need, will achieve lasting unity and
solidarity between the foreign community
and the people of the country we call
home.

Stay Well And Stay Safe.

Silvana

Hello everybody.
We at MAMAs are all wondering when we
will be back to some normality...no doubt
you’re thinking the same. It’s been an awful
time for us all, but more so for those that
lost a loved one.

We have been prevented from being able
to assist you in your emergency, but are
able in a dire emergency to issue a voucher
if you email Richard explaining the problem
and can produce a quote from our vet Paco

who has stayed open throughout the
pandemic.

We are unable to open the shop at the
moment, but are hoping to re-open in June
depending on the regulations as most of
our volunteers are in the high risk category
age wise.

With the easing of the lockdown rules we
can now collect items from you as long the
social distancing rules are observed and we

will keep you informed on our Facebook
page.

To contact us Tel 666 186 037
Email
mazarronanimalmedi_aid@zoho.com

Keep your chins up and we look forward to
seeing you very soon.

From Richard and the team atMAMAs

MAMAS -Mazarrón Animal Medi-Aid
Tel 666 186 037

Registered charity No 9537/1a

Charity

Community Respite Care
for the Mazarrón Area

Charity

Forget Me Not will continue to meet after
the Covid-19 restrictions are lifted and we
are all safe. We aim to offer free respite
care for carers of people with Alzheimer’s/
Dementia, or any long time illness. When
we are able to meet up again please pop
along and meet our team on any Monday
morning for a cup of tea and an informal
chat. They will be happy to meet you once
we are able to, we miss you all.

We encourage Carers to enjoy some time
for themselves, knowing that the person

that they care for is in capable and qualified
hands. Our service is free thanks to the
generosity of local individuals and groups
that have donated and raised funds for
Forget Me Not over the years. We thank
everyone who has donated in any way to
this small but essential group.

As our client numbers are always growing,
we are in need of more volunteers. No
experience is necessary; just an
understanding of dementia, empathy and a

smile. We have fully qualified nurses to
chat to you and give you support.

Forget Me Not Jumble Sales will continue
again once we are allowed to do so. We
look forward to seeing you all again on the
first Saturday of each month at the Social
Centre as usual. The times and dates are to
be confirmed.

We all look forward to seeing you when we
are able to. In the meantime, please stay
safe.

mailto:mailto:mazarronanimalmedi_aid@zoho.com


Hello all,

I hope you are doing OK. I’m thinking we
might have got used to our situation by
now, but it’s probably changed a bit since
our last article, hopefully for the better,
especially for our local businesses who are
so important to Camposol and the
surrounding area.

Now Chatterbox ladies, I am sure by now
you have done everything you possible
could have, so we are asking for you to
consider a new talent - knitting; in particular
baby clothes and hearts.
Baby clothes please for Rosa Caritas the
baby unit of Caritas and Hearts for MABS -
these are knitted in pairs; one for those in
care and the other for the families to help

feel connected.
If you are able to help, please put a
message on our Facebook page. Thank you.

Emails have been sent to ladies who have
paid for trips, asking for their feelings
regarding refunds. Most of the ladies who
answered indicated that they would like the

monies to be carried forward – thank you for
your support and confidence in the
Chatterbox Committee. In due course we
will be asking for your thoughts regarding
future meetings and events. The results will
be important to us as we will need to gauge
the logistics to be able to make the
appropriate arrangements. We will also see
what other similar groups are doing as well.
When we ask please let us know – it’s your
Chatterbox, remember - we will meet
again.

In the meantime – stay strong and safe.

Lots of love

Sue
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Chris Leiper 602 409 742

GROUPS

Charity

www.fast2016.org

There are now operators on the 112
emergency line who will speak in your
language if not Spanish. In a medical
emergency, call 112 and ask for an operator
who can speak your language, then call
FAST on 968 970 626. If you cannot get
through, call 634 327 904 or 634 307 986.

In these difficult times FAST is still trying its
best to help the people on Camposol. We
can supply information at this time
regarding medical emergencies and what
you may need when the ambulance arrives.

We are not allowed to attend an emergency
situation due to the isolation rules. That may
change in the weeks to come. When that
happens, we will be allowed to attend calls
on Camposol and Saladillo only. There will
be more information as we get it on our
Facebook page and Preguntas y Mas.

When FAST is allowed to attend in person
again we may have to take extra precautions

to prevent the spread of the virus. We are
taking advice from the Murcia Health
Authority and the European Resuscitation
Council on how we can treat patients after
this pandemic.

Our Responders will require training as we
have not been able to train since March. We
are looking at getting all our Responders
trained and available within two weeks after
the restrictions are lifted.
FAST is always looking for new members to
join us, so if you can spare the time, come
along to our training sessions on a Tuesday
morning at the Social Centre, Camposol B.
You will be made most welcome and you will
be able to learn how we treat patients when
we are called out. With a few basic skills you
could save a life. There is also a very active
social side to FAST if you want to make
friends and meet people.

Giving your time is the most precious thing
you can give and the satisfaction you get
from helping someone is very rewarding. All
training is free to the Responders and our
Fundraising Team raises money to allow us
to keep operating.

When all the restrictions are lifted, the FAST
Nurses will again be out looking for you to
drop a donation in their buckets. We are
also looking to make our presence known
more on Camposol by having ‘pop up’
displays at various locations where we can
give information about FAST and how you
could help.

If you do not want to become a Responder,
there is the Fundraising Team of supporters
who do a great job raising much-needed
funds to keep FAST operating.
We hope to be able to return to our normal
service towards the end of June.

All We Do Is For All Of You.

TEL: +34 968 154 045 OR +34 619 173 626
www.gestoriacarvajal.com
info@gestoriacarvajal.com

Avenida Dr Meca, nº38, Pto de Mazarrón

TRANSFER YOUR VEHICLE WITHOUT WAITING WITH GESTORÍA CARVAJAL,
PUERTO DE MAZARRÓN

Gestoria Carvajal is a company focused on providing a high quality of traffic services,
with maximum speed and satisfaction to the customer.

The transfer of vehicles is one of the steps.
We process the change of name instantly, telematically, without waiting and

you can leave with the vehicle in your name on the same day.

In addition, Gestoria Carvajal offers registrations, notifications, vehicle de-registrations,
duplication of documentation, importation of vehicles, Spanish plates, etc

For more information and appointments in English and Spanish

TRANSFER
YOUR VEHICLE

WITHOUT WAITING



South Murcia News
We receive information from the South Murcia region on activities very close to the events happening which is

often too late to publish in the current magazine. Keep up to date with fiestas etc,
by checking the blog http://www.costacalidachronicle.com/articles-main/costa-calida-chronicle-blog/

News
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Disinfecting the Area
The Islamic Communities ‘Ettawba’ in
Mazarrón and ‘El Nour’ in Puerto de
Mazarrón have donated 6,480 litres of
bleach to the Mazarrón Council. The mayor,
Gaspar Miras, has thanked both
communities for this donation.

The bleach will be used by the Department
of Services, through the company Bahía de
Mazarrón, to continue with the disinfection
work that continues to be carried out in
Mazarrón, Puerto and Pedanías in the fight
against Covid-19. Actúa and Orthem
contracts are also participating, in morning
and afternoon shifts.

In this the fight against the pandemic is the
distribution of 8,400 masks destined within
the area by the Government Delegation and
carried out by the Civil Guard, Local Police
and Civil Protection.

Within the Region of Murcia, safety
measures must be continued to avoid a re-
emergence of COVID-19 and phases of de-
escalation can continue to progress. It is
therefore crucial to maintain good hygiene
with frequent hand washing, keep safe
distances at work and on outings for sports
and walks and wear a mask when it is not
possible to keep safe distances.

Make it worth the effort we have all
made over these recent days.

Mosquitoes
The Department of Health in Mazarrón is
continuing with the intensification of
disinfection work against mosquitoes

Work has focused on Mazarrón and
Camposol and will continue in other parts of
the municipality. To help in this work, it is
important for all to
collaborate to prevent the proliferation of
this annoying insect:
• Avoid containers that can accumulate

standing water.
• Maintain adequate levels of chlorine in

swimming pools.
• Protect wells, water butts and reservoirs

with nets and mosquito nets.
• Monitor dripping from watering

systems.
• Pour away standing water into drains.
• Renew drinking water for pets and birds

every 2 or 3 days.

Disinfection Work
Work intensifies on the beaches and
disinfection work has been increased in
areas such as El Alamillo with green spaces
and gardens being adapted.

Mazarrón Council has begun with
improvements and arrangements that are
being carried out by the Department of
Services, Parks and Gardens and Coastal
Services in view of the future opening of
certain areas in the de-escalation. The
opening of these areas must be carried out
with the maximum security conditions so
that they can open in early June within
phase III. It would be terrible to destroy all
the effort that has been put in to ensure
everyone’s safety

Repair Work
The first works that are being undertaken on
the beaches are, in addition to the usual
tasks of adaptation and cleaning, the repair
of the damage caused by the continuous
storms that occurred during April. These
arrangements have begun on the Alamillo
beach and will be extended to other points
on the coast where some improvements
have also to be made to restore them to
their original state.

Gardens and Parks
Another aspect that is being worked on is in
the parks, gardens and green areas, with
disinfection, clearing and pruning work.
One of these pruning tasks is focused on
palm trees in the coastal area where it is
planned to plant 20 new specimens to
replace those that had been affected by the
red palm weevil and that have not been able
to recover despite the treatments used.

La Caixa Donates 4,500€ To Cáritas
Mazarrón & 6,000€ To Red Cross For
Food Banks
The director of the Caixa Bank Mazarrón,
Almudena Nieto, explained “With these
financial aids we support these
organizations in the work they are carrying
out with those families who, due to Covid-
19, need the help of food banks. We have
also promoted hashtag
#Ningunhogarsinalimentos to which he
invited citizens to participate in social
networks through their donations, reaching
the figure of 2.5 million euros through La
Caixa Welfare Projects. This is the first in
Spain, the second in Europe and the third in
the world thanks to our clients.”

The priest of the parish of San Andrés and
San Antonio de Padua, Antonio José
Martínez, praised the gesture of La Caixa
going out to meet those who need it the
most, whose numbers unfortunately have
increased due to the socioeconomic
situation we are experiencing. Although the
number has increased at the present time, it
may continue to increase in the coming
months.

Carmen Navarro, president of Mazarrón Red
Cross, thanked La Caixa and explained
“With these aids we are going to be able to
reach more families and, above all, they can
have fresh products such as fruit and
vegetables, helping these families have a
healthier diet.”

The Mayor of Mazarrón, Gaspar Miras, also
thanked La Caixa on behalf of all the people
of Mazarrón. Cáritas and the Red Cross are
carrying out a very important task in these
difficult times as well as their daily work
throughout the year.

Mazarrón City Council has reopened.
The Mazarrón City Council re-opened its
doors to the public on May 25
with pre-booked appointments. To request
an appointment, call 968 59 00
12 between 9am-2pm

Due to the health alert caused by Covid-19,
certain mandatory
regulations must also be met:
• Only those who have an appointment

can access the Town Hall.
• Companions are not allowed, except

people with reduced mobility
• You must be punctual with the

appointment to avoid crowds, waiting
at the door at the marks located on the
floor until you are attended by the
concierges since there will be a
capacity control

• You must come with a mask that covers
the nose and mouth, and a pen

• If you cannot keep the appointment,
you must cancel through the same
phone number

In the event that a digital certificate is
available, it is preferable
that the documents be presented
electronically.

Those addressed to the Mazarrón City
Council can be made through:
h t t p : / / w w w . m a z a r r o n . e s / e s /
ayuntamiento/tramites-online/

Those addressed to the Autonomous
Community of the Region of Murcia:
https://sede.carm.es

Those addressed to the rest of the public
administrations:
https://rec.redsara.es

In addition, it is recalled that it must be
taken into account that legal persons,
entities without legal personality, collegiate
professionals, public employees,
representatives of legal entities, are obliged
to relate through electronic means to carry
out any administrative procedure. obliged
subjects and those determined by
regulation (article 14.2 of Law 39/2015 of
the Common Administrative Procedure of
Public Administrations).

Mazarrón Ecoparque Opens
The Mazarrón Ecoparque, located in the
Pedreras Viejas area, reopens its doors after
the closure motivated by the State of Alarm.
The hours are the same as before their
temporary closure, that is, from Monday to
Friday from 8am-2pm and from 5pm-7pm
and Saturdays from 8am-12pm. Due to the
health alert, no more than one vehicle may
simultaneously stay on the Ecoparque
grounds and only two people per vehicle

In addition, the measures regarding physical
distance and hygiene recommended by the
health authorities and the use of mandatory
masks must be respected

In this selective waste collection facility,
citizens can deposit free of charge those less
common waste, which have no place in the
containers installed on public roads.
Likewise, shops, offices and services whose
waste production and their nature, can be
considered similar to the waste generated in
private homes can also use the Ecoparque,
free of charge

For more information on the Ecoparque you
can go to the following
address:
http://www.mazarron.es/es/ingenieria-
urbana/ecoparque/
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Lockdown Diary
Finally the month of May delivered some
good news to all us folk desperate to get
out for some fresh air!!

First came the announcement that kids
could finally escape from their homes and
burn off some energy outside. Great news
for my 3 Spanish unofficial ‘nephews and
nieces’!! At 6, 8 and 13 they had been
going a little stir crazy, despite their
parents’ best efforts to amuse them inside
their apartments in Murcia and Cartagena
cities. The family whatsapp group was
suddenly flooded with videos and photos
of Carlota, Marina and Asier cycling,
skating and generally running around like
mad in the fresh air.

Shortly after, the news came that adults
could go out for exercise!! Just as well,
before I lose the ability to walk in a straight
line (unrelated to wine intake) after a
record 162 laps around my pool area.
The first evening, I was waiting at the door
at 7.55pm, trainers laced up and ready to
go!!
I went into the campo close to home and
managed a 5km circular route, but less
important than the distance was the sheer
feeling of freedom and wellbeing just from
the aroma of the fields, the cool evening
air and the fact that after 7 weeks inside, I
had been granted just a TINY bit of
freedom.
Here in Isla Plana, as an outlying pedania
of Cartagena, we have been asked to
respect the ‘franja horaria’ of exercise in
the city to show solidarity with Cartagena.
Crazy, in a village of 980 inhabitants, but I
have stuck to the rules.
Despite that, I see a grand total of 5
people and a dog on my walk.

Alex finally let me take the scissors to his
hair (apologies to his hairdresser) as it had
grown so long he complained he couldn’t
sleep as he was too warm! Well, it was a
little like going to bed in a bobble hat! We
set up a makeshift salon in the living room
and even the cat was fascinated by the
new animal that fell onto the floor as I
sheared, sorry, cut, Alex’s hair.

Big date for the diary was 11th May.
David and I had to make the decision
whether to re-unite, bearing in mind he
carried on working in his news kiosk and
was serving the public. At the end of the
day, after wearing all his protective kit for
2 months and taking all the necessary
precautions with no problems, we
decided YES!, as otherwise we could go
forever waiting to see how things evolve.

It was a bit like UN negotiations fixing the
‘how’ in order to minimise the risk to the
family on this side of Cartagena. Basically,
he has to shower and change all clothes
after work and disinfect himself before I
will let him in!! Not very romantic, but at
least being sensible means that we can
minimise the risk and see each other.

11th May, the big day, arrived.
We planned a buffet lunch with cava to
celebrate and David’s mum made us a
lovely cake. It was wonderful just to be
together again after 2 months of
videocalls.

For the first time in 5 years - a bunch of
flowers! The only mystery was - where did
the flowers come from, given that all the
florists were closed??

Well, the
n i g h t
before, on
his cycle
route, David
g a t h e r e d
wild roses
a n d
l a v e n d e r
with some
palm fronds
in the
campo. The
result was
s t u n n i n g
and given
the effort
involved to make my bouquet under the
circumstances, I think it was the best
bunch of flowers I have ever received in
my life!

Liz Edmiston + 34 662 556 433
liz@murciasolutions.com
For more information, or visit
www.murciasolutions.com to view the
full range of services.

Information

Life in Spain

e: Info@kohnpoolservice.com

All aspects of home maintenance,
decoration and garden clearance taken on.
No job too small.
Call for a friendly chat and quote.

Tiler and Decorator
General Property Maintenance

Tel 659 328 439 or
0044 7927700295

rhysbrightman@hotmail.com

900 525 100

Samaritans in Spain
operate on 24/7 basis and
cover the whole of Spain.
Should you need to speak
confidentially on any issue
upsetting you then ring

Freephone
900 525 100
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Stamped Concrete

Bill Linsell
menall@hotmail.co.uk
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New Sierra Golf
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Custom made garden furniture
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Easy and Quick Menus
Is anyone else struggling to find flour in
the shops? In these strange times it
seems everyone is using the time at
home to cook more, which is great. I
didn’t expect flour to be like gold dust as
I thought it was toilet rolls everyone was
panic buying. I have spent the last 9
weeks cooking every night which is
great, but does anyone else feel like
sometimes just doing something simple.
Just like everyone else, I pop a pizza in
the oven or open a can of baked beans
to put on toast, so just to help everyone
have a few easy days at home, here are a
few easy and quick recipes for you to try.

Roasted Peppers
4 large red peppers
4 plum tomatoes
4 tbsp pesto
4 tbsp olive oil
1 tbsp pine nuts
Black pepper

Cut the peppers in half, remove the pith
and seeds, wash and dry with kitchen
towel and place in a shallow dish. Place
the tomatoes in a bowl and cover with
boiling water. Leave for 30 seconds,
remove tomatoes, peel and cut into
quarters. Place two tomato quarters
inside each pepper half. Mix together
the pesto and olive oil and drizzle over
the peppers. Scatter the pine nuts and
black pepper over the peppers and bake
in over 180º for 45 minutes.

Burritos With Corn and Beans
230g red kidney beans
340g sweetcorn
1 red and 1 green pepper
1 small chilli (optional)
2 cloves of garlic
3 tbsp sunflower oil

1 tbsp oregano
2 tsp cumin
150ml vegetable stock
8 wheat tortillas
Salt and pepper

Rinse and drain kidney beans and
sweetcorn. Finely cut the peppers and
chilli and crush the garlic. Heat the oil in
a large pan and fry the peppers, garlic
and chillies for 3-5 minutes. Stir in the
beans and sweetcorn, oregano and
cumin. Season and cook over a low heat
for 5 minutes. Add the vegetable stock
and simmer for a further 5 minutes. Heat
the tortillas in a dry frying pan for 30
seconds each side and serve rolled with
the mixture inside.

Spicy Prawn Salad
1 small onion
2 sticks celery
5 small green chillies
2 tbsp sunflower oil
400g can chopped tomatoes
1 tsp brown sugar
700g prawns
A few drops of Tabasco sauce
½ tsp dried thyme

Peel and chop the onions and celery.
Remove the seeds from the chillies and
finely chop. Heat the oil and fry the
onion, celery and chillies for 5 minutes
until soft and brown. Stir in the tomatoes,
thyme and sugar. Bring to the boil and
simmer for 5 minutes until thickened
slightly. Peel the prawns and add to the
sauce and gently cook for 5 minutes. Stir
in Tabasco sauce and serve immediately.

Leek and Potato Soup
25g butter
2 medium leeks, chopped
1 small onion, chopped
350g potatoes chopped
600ml chicken stock
150ml single cream
Salt and pepper
Fresh chives or watercress for garnish

Melt the butter in a saucepan, add the
leeks and onion and cook gently without
browning. Add the peeled and chopped
potatoes with the stock and seasoning.
Bring to boil and simmer very gently for
20-30 minutes. Allow to cool slightly,
then sieve or puree in processor until
smooth. Chill completely. To serve, stir in
cream, sprinkle with chives or watercress.

Apple and Raisin Parcels
450g Granny Smith Apples
2 tbsp lemon juice
1 tbsp rum
50g sugar
¼ tsp vanilla essence
¼ tsp ground cinnamon
50g raisins
1 packet puff pastry

Peel, core and chop the apples and toss
in the lemon juice to prevent
discolouring. Place 2 tbsp of cold water,
the rum, sugar, cinnamon and vanilla
essence into a pan. Stir in apples and
cook gently for 5 minutes. Stir in raisins
and allow to cool. Roll out pastry and cut
into squares. Place a spoonful of the
apple mixture in the centre of the square
and bring the corners up to the middle
and pinch together. Cook in oven 200º
for 18 to 20 minutes or until golden
brown.

JD CONSTRUCTION

For your no obligation quote
Tel John on 630 269 994

Jd Construction Camposol

Previous work can be viewed and references are available
Stage payments available or pay on completion/satisfaction

Established in Spain for 15 Years
(Legal & Registered in Spain)

Walls raised
Extensions
Underbuilds
Terracing

Pool surrounds
Roofing

Balustrading

Specialising in roofing
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As the world transitions towards a ‘new
normal’, the immediate priority has been to
save as many lives as possible and now
governments are starting to structure the
stimulus and recovery packages to help
economies. The Renewable Energy
sector is perceived to be one of the few
growth sectors this year, at least in Spain.
The goals to meet emissions targets are
still in place and despite all the current
uncertainty, Renewable Energy still
remains the best long-term solution to
provide new energy cleanly and cheaply.

During the lockdown period across Europe,
the demand for energy fell. This also
meant that carbon emissions decreased
and many operators were able to have
grids operate with 70% or more of the
energy being generated by Renewable
sources. The strict measures applied by
Spain during the first weeks of lockdown
saw power demand fall by 16.7% over a
four week period and a decrease in carbon
emissions of 27.4% per kWh. This was
thanks to a large part of the power being
supplied by zero-carbon sources of energy.

Taking into account that residential
installations have not been viewed by the
government in Spain as ‘essential work’
and installers of Renewable Energy
solutions have been unable to carry out
work in people’s homes, the growth of the
Renewables market will be slowed.
However, with electricity prices in Spain
increasing 60% in the last 10 years*,
Renewable Energy solutions continue to
offer a good return on investment.

To ensure the Renewable Energy sector is
able to continue to
grow, it is important
that investments
continue in research
and development so
that new products
continue to come to
market. One of the
most interesting
areas of product
development is
around Hydrogen
Solar Panels which
collect the sun’s
energy by day and
by night convert this
electricity into

hydrogen. Various teams are looking at
how energy obtained from the sun can be
made more efficient so that as much
energy can still be generated on cloudy
days and during the winter months. The
Solar Hydrogen Hybrid Panels are a
solution scientists have come up with to be
able to provide electricity by day and
supply heat by night.

Another team of scientists in California are
working on the concept of a Photovoltaic
Cell that can work at night. As opposed to
a regular Solar Cell that generates power
by absorbing sunlight, which causes a
voltage to appear across the device and for
current to flow, the new type of cell would
emit light and the current and voltage flow
in the opposite direction. Both generate
power, but as well as working at night, the
new cell would potentially also work during
the day if direct sunlight was filtered or
blocked or the cell was pointed away from
the sun. Research into this technology is
continuing. As long as funds remain
available to invest in Renewable Energy,
the ‘new normal’ can be both energy
efficient and environmentally friendly.

*Source: Union de Uniones de Agricultures
y Ganaderos

INFORMATION

Prime Property Murcia

Office: 0034 868 580 320 Mob: 0034 646 692 471
info@primepropertymurcia.com
www.primepropertymurcia.com
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Start saving with solar

Contact us now to arrange your free,
no obligation solar survey

www.free-sol.com
Tel: +34 659 232 507

Email: info@free-sol.com

Solar water heating
Solar electricity
Solar pool heating
Solar ventilation
Solar security lighting
Biomass heating
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CYLINDERS ON ALL HIGH SECURITY DOORS
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Secure by design door locks
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Comprehensive guarantee
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Retired journalist Mike Gardner, who lives
in Calasparra, Murcia, walked the Camino
de Santiago, an 800-kilometre pilgrimage
across the north of Spain. Mike, who is 68,
was so moved by his experiences that he
wrote a book called Miracles on the
Camino, and the Costa Cálida Chronicle
has been serialising his blogs, which were
followed by thousands of fans across the
word. Here, in his final blog, Mike finally
arrives at the cathedral in Santiago.

I joined Dr Yasmin outside our albergue,
high above the city and we began walking
towards the cathedral spires, glimmering in
the morning twilight. She told me about
her father, who was also a doctor in Sao
Paulo and her mother, who was a
professional ballerina, long since retired.
Yasmin planned to continue her tour of
Europe before returning to Brazil where
she will begin her training to specialise in
the care of children. She said it would be
several years; six I think.

I had a sadness inside me that I had lost
touch with my ‘Russian son’ Kazim, whose
phone was always malfunctioning and
made him impossible to track down, but
somehow I had a feeling my Camino might
have one last gift for me, waiting in one of
the holiest cities in the world. I had
managed to communicate my
whereabouts to his wife, Elizabeta, a few
thousand miles away in Moscow. She had
held a brief conversation with the Big Man
to let him know where I was and what time
I was expecting to arrive in the city. For
some unspecified reason, he had fallen way
behind me, but he had told Elizabeta to tell
me that nothing was going to stop him
meeting me in Santiago, alhough,
according to my map, he would have to
walk more than 50 kilometres the day
before to catch me up.

After around an hour he was there and
somehow I wasn’t surprised. I could see
Kazim, with his blue bobble hat standing
out sharply against the white stone walls.
We embraced and kissed each other and
shared our recent experience. Kazim is so
charming and affectionate that crowds
form around him - he draws people to him
by the force of his personality - the Pied
Piper from Moscow.

I took Kazim to a restaurant called Casa
Paredes for breakfast, along a side street,
100 metres from the Praza de Obradoiro

and the cathedral, which I still hadn’t seen.
I wanted to be ready to take it all in and
remember my feelings for the rest of my
life. I tried to compose myself, but my
emotions were all over the place. I had
really made it! I was here! I could feel a joy
inside me which I assume was some kind of
sense of accomplishment, but it was
accompanied by a sadness too and I was
struggling to make sense of it all.

Kazim began chatting to a couple of
pilgrims from Canada and I picked up a
tourist leaflet full of information about the
city and its remarkable cathedral, which
contains the shrine of Saint James. There
was a short biography of his life on Earth,
which was written in a matter-of-fact style,
with very polite terminology, as if the
author was a mathematician describing a
formula in detail, which was an undisputed,
scientific fact - calculus perhaps. It made
pleasant reading and there was a comfort
in the writer’s absolute and unshakeable
belief in the existence of God and it
seemed to make my own pilgrimage more
important and something to be proud of,
way, way more than the mere physical
challenge of walking almost the entire
width of Spain.

The story immediately takes a sharp twist
towards the supernatural, involving the
arrival of Saint James’ body at Padrón on
the coast of Galicia, closely followed by
various relics on some kind of small boat,
which was spectacularly unseaworthy. The
difficulty didn’t end there. The vessel was
handicapped by some kind of
malfunctioning rudder, but each time it was
drawn off course by currents, strong winds,
storms, high waves and violent downpours,

the boat was saved
by a series of
m i r a c u l o u s
happenings which
included, but not
exclusively, the
intervention of
angels with great
powers.

Unless you are a
devout Christian you
might find this hard
to believe, but the
author seemed to
know what he was

talking about and the boat arrived safely
with its priceless relics fully intact,
somewhere near Iria Flavia. A suitably well-
hidden cave was located nearby where the
relics were placed before eventually being
transported to Compostela. Phew! Quite a
story!

I started to take notes and photos so I
wouldn’t forget anything, but that plan was
soon abandoned. I lost count after 20
pilgrims and before this day was over it
could be as high as 50; perhaps more.
There were so many people all embracing
me in our shared moment of triumph; our
800-kilometre pilgrimage which we all
doubted we could complete - but we have.

Now there are certain things pilgrims are
expected to do in Santiago and the most
important is to attend mass at noon. I read
in the guidebook that the cathedral seats
more than a thousand people, but there
were so many pilgrims standing, there must
have been a congregation of more than
2,000 worshippers.

I didn’t see Kazim or Victoria again, but he
had told me that he was planning to begin
his journey to Finesterre tonight. Kazim is a
man who hates plans and schedules and
arrangements and patterns in his life - the
word spontaneous was invented to
describe him. I went to bed thinking of
Kazim and I was about to post this account
of one of the greatest days in my life, when
my iPhone alerted me that I had received a
message; one final gift from the Camino
and I know my life will never be the same.
The message from Kazim said: “I took a
stone from the ground when we were
walking together. This is our stone; yours
and mine. And I’ll throw it from the end of
the Earth to the ocean on your behalf! Bless
you.”

Miracles on the Camino by Mike Gardner
can be downloaded directly onto your
Kindle, mobile, tablet or computer from
Amazon books for 4.32€. It has 173 pages
and more than 80 pictures. It is also
available as a hardback and can be
delivered to your house in Spain.

Ron, the ex-army captain, with my gift of
Israeli coffee that he had brought with him

from Jerusalem

In front of the cathedral with my
Camino hero Kazim

Steven Henderson - Registered Insurance Agent C0031Y3707134P
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Request a quotation online at:-
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www.camposolinsurance.com/camposolquickquote
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Installation of all types of pools

with stone crowning completely finished

David Pools tel: 686 733 844

Mazarrón and surrounding areas

6 X 3 7.5 x 3.55 x 2.5 8 x 4

Installed 1 week after the order is placed at the factory!
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The New Normal
Are you ready for the ‘new normal’?

Of course we aren’t totally sure what the
‘new normal’ will be yet and we can’t be
certain that the whole COVID 19 pandemic
has come to an end, but we have to hope
and pray that it will come to a conclusion
soon and that life can resume some
semblance of normality without the threat
of further lockdown and multiple deaths.

As we come out of this time of lockdown it
will be good to reflect on what lessons
have been learned about our individual
lives; what things would be good to
change and what things would it be good
to pursue.

Fifteen months ago our Church had a short
time of prayer and fasting and it was clear

that God was telling us He was doing a
‘new thing’. Then for over a year we had no
positive indication of what that ‘new thing’
would be. On March 15th we had to cancel
our first Sunday meeting and very soon
thereafter we were recording video
services for broadcast on YouTube.

After eight weeks we are settling into a
routine and a ‘temporary normal’ was
established. Then we entered phase 0 and
then phase 1 and the ‘new normal’ started
to edge towards the way we always did
things, but and here is the big question - is
this what God wants for us in the post-
COVID era? Please don’t get me wrong - I
certainly don’t believe that God initiated
this pandemic, but I do believe that He
wants us to learn lessons from it.

There are some big lessons to learn,
especially in the realms of transport, but
that is for the politicians to concern
themselves over. There are lessons for us as
individuals to learn:
• As we start to come out of lockdown,

this will be a good opportunity to take
stock of our lives and consider the way
forward. Do we really want to slip back
into the ‘same old, same old’, or do we
want to have a long hard look at life
and ask the question “Is there more to
life than this?”

• There have been those who have
asked “Is this the sign of the end of the
world?” Now I am not sure anyone has
the answer to that question, but it is
certainly a good opportunity to ask
ourselves if we are ready to meet with
God.

There are very few things certain in this life,
but the fact that one day we will all meet
our maker is one of them. Perhaps during
this time of lockdown you have taken a
moment or two to reflect on the meaning
of life. Perhaps you’ve had a look at the
way you went about your daily routine.
Perhaps you questioned whether there is a
God.

As we come out of lockdown, we invite you
to consider the reality of the existence of
God and take time to seek Him for the way
forward.

At Wellspring Church we trust
wholeheartedly in the word of God and
believe that Jesus, the Son of God, died to
save us from our sins and that He ascended
into heaven to prepare a place for us. Do
you have this simple faith and trust for your
eternal future?

Why not add Church to your ‘new normal’
and come and find out for yourself about
eternal life with God.

Where and how we will meet over the next
few weeks has yet to be determined, but
we invite you to check out our website for
details of our meetings.
www.wellspringvictorychurch.com

Decklid Auto Services
Run by Dave the English Mechanic
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Email: decklid@hotmail.co.uk
Web: www.decklidautos.com

Avda de las Moreras S/N
Mazarrón, 30870
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Specialists in Cleaning
Ovens & Hobs
Ranges & Aga’s
Extractors
Microwaves
BBQ’s

After

Oven Cleaning Specialists

Costa Cálida, Murcia

All products non-caustic
and ecofriendly

LEISURERELIGION

TCS

Instant Decision
Top prices
paid for your
SPANISH OR
ENGLISH CAR

Paperwork
legally undertaken
Immediate change

of ownership

Finance settled

Px welcome

tradecarsspain@gmail.com

http://www.wellspringvictorychurch.com
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Struggling to sell your property, contact us today!

www.2let2sell2buy.com

Calle Jara,
Camposol B,

30875 Mazarrón
Tel: 968 979 876

Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am till 6pm

Sat: 9am till 2pm
Sun: Closed

SELLING FEES 2.5%
WITH A MINIMUM FEE

INCLUDING
MULTI AGENT

MORE PROPERTIES NEEDED URGENTLY
Our sales success means we urgently need more

properties in & around Camposol to sell.
Corner plot, lovely 2 beds, 1 bath Rebecca style villa
complete with glazed sun room, lounge, separate dining
room, fully fitted kitchen, ceiling fans, dual A/C, Sat TV,
internet, rear terrace, side garden, solarium with
jacuzzi, large sun terrace with pergola, rejas, blinds,
mosquito blinds, storage, water filtration system and
being sold fully furnished.

Large corner plot, near local amenities.This
detached 3 beds, 3 baths Neptuno Deluxe villa has
central heating, gas fire, glazed sun terrace,
spacious lounge, ceiling fans, dual A/C, internal
stairs, Sat TV, fully fitted kitchen, separate dining
room, large 12x6 swimming pool, brick built pump
house, planted garden, garden lights, BBQ area, off
road parking, garage raised walls, solarium, blinds,
fly screens, rejas and is being sold part
furnished.One not to be missed..

A well maintained, central heated 2 bed, 2 bath (one being en-
suite) detached villa located on the popular Sector B area with
excellent open views towards the golf course along with
countryside and mountain views. Sold fully furnished, recently
externally painted and comprises a sun terrace, spacious
lounge, separate dining room, fully fitted kitchen, central
heating, fireplace, Sat TV, jacuzzi, solarium, telephone-
internet connections, off road parking, raised garden walls,
mature planted garden, patio, pergola, storage, access to
under build, rejas, window blinds, mosquito screens and is
only a short walk to the main commercial centre amenities.

When switching to a new
electricity supplier, here is
your checklist:

evergreen-electrica.com

Is the switch easy?

Do they speak my language?

Will I save Money?

Is the company reputable and
been around for 10 years?

Is it a completely free switch
with no upfront payments?

At Evergreen Electricawe have been helping our

clients savemoneyand get great service for over 10

years.We keep thingsverysimple: Sendus yourbill

–we send you an offer – you sign a contract online.

Why complicate things anymore than this?

+34 951 383 896 sales@evergreen-electrica.com



Each column and row must contain all of the numbers 0-9 and
letters A-F and no two numbers or letters in the

same column or row of a Sudoku puzzle can be the same

Make up words from letters that are touching.
You cannot use a letter more than once.

Using all the letters, try and make up a 9 letter word

Translate the words below from English into Spanish

Boggle

Wordsearch
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ACTIVITY
BASKETBALL
BOAT RACE
BOXING

CHAMPION
CHESS
CYCLING
DANCE

FOOTBALL
FUN
GOAL
GYM

GYMNASTICS
HEALTHY

HORSE RIDING
KICK

RACING
REFEREE
RUN

SINGING
SKIING
TEAM
TENNIS
TRACK
WALK

Answers on page 66

55 words of 3 letters or more

G I H
N T A
R E M
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TV News
Leisure

Well June will be half the year gone – from
the 21st days will be getting shorter! For a
third of that time we have been in
lockdown - a very strange time for us all.
Writing this in mid-May to meet print
deadlines, Murcia has just entered phase 1,
giving us a little bit of freedom, but the
Murcian President has just announced that
he is considering putting Murcia back to
phase "0" as the numbers infected and
dying of the virus are increasing. Where we
will all be during the first week of June
when you read this no-one can predict! I
just hope its phase "2" or even "3".

Many of you will know that Rainbow
Satellites work very closely with Friends of
Mazarrón Animals (FMA) and during the
lockdown we have continued our animal
support. Things have got tougher as
animals are abandoned with many families’
finances are in difficult times. We have not
been able to fundraise by our usual
community events, but some reserves and
generous donations have kept us going to
date. We are looking at having to stop as
money dwindles and commitments rise.
Every Euro counts and any help you can
give would be appreciated.
Rainbow Satellites are running the FMA
100 Club - €2 per week will give you the
chance to win €100 with better odds than
any other lottery. There is a maximum of
100 members - few numbers left at time of
writing - contact us please.

TV News
During lockdown we were not allowed to
travel to clients’ houses to maintain TV
services. It was not considered an essential
service although we would suggest TV in
lockdown is! We maintained a telephone
maintenance service and we think
managed to get all clients at least some TV
back. We don’t think anyone who
contacted us was left with nothing.

Now on phase "1" we can travel and have
caught up with all ‘emergency’ jobs -

masks, gloves and distancing insisted on.
Hopefully soon we can start ‘regular’ jobs.
The big issue has been the transition into
summer satellite signals when they
significantly reduce in strength - this only
affects viewers using a satellite system.
People with 1.80m dishes should not have
seen any great difference as the dish has
enough spare capacity to cope with the
summer signals, but anything smaller will
have seen some channels lost or breaking
up. One of the big problems is the
FREESAT box control signal that has gone
extremely weak and is only just readable on
a 1.80m now - smaller dishes cannot see it
at all. On dedicated FREESAT boxes
(Humax, Manhattan, Echostar plus others)
this will affect TV listings and more
importantly the ability to record future
programmes. Most people think that
setting a programme to record simply sets
a clock in the box to switch on at the set
time and record the programme - it is not
like that. Let’s say you set Coronation
Street to record at 7.30 tonight - the box
will continually monitor the FREESAT
control frequency for the signal that
Coronation Street is about to start and then
start recording. This system allows for any
late running or complete programme
shifts. If the box cannot see the FREESAT
control frequency because it is just too
weak, it will never see Coronation Street
starting and never record it. The big
problem is often the box sees a weak signal
that ‘comes and goes’ and gets corrupted,
so it records ‘odd’ things, or it sees
Coronation Street start and switches on,
but misses the programme finishing and
records for hours. If you see ‘Recording
Failed’ or odd recordings, this is the
reason. The only solutions are a bigger
dish, wait until the signals are stronger in
the winter months or internet TV! This has
catch up and does not need you to record.

Ask us to install a free no-obligation IPTV
demonstration and 7 day trial if your

recording schedule is not working. It can be
cheaper than a bigger dish.

If you are ‘puzzled’ by internet TV or have
had bad experiences in the past, try
Rainbow Satellites for the free week -
things have come a long way since the
original ‘android’ boxes and it will not be
many years before the only way to watch
TV will be by the internet.

That’s it for June!

Rainbow Satellites SL - the company for
all your TV needs in the Murcia region of
Spain.
For free friendly advice on any TV issue:
Email rainbowsats@gmail.com
Tel (0034) 686 358 475
www.rainbowsats.org
You can also find us (and like us!) on
Facebook.

More TV news in July 2020.

For All Your TV Needs

686 358 475
rainbowsats@gmail.com www.rainbowsats.org

brilliant for everyone

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

mailto:mailto:rainbowsats@gmail.com
http://www.rainbowsats.org
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Compulsory Use Of Masks In Spain
The use of a mask will be mandatory for all
people over the age of 6 in the public
highway, which basically means anywhere
outside and in any closed space for public
use or that is open to the public, when it is
NOT POSSIBLE to maintain a safe distance
of at least two metres.

Any type of mask can be used, but it is
preferable to use a hygienic or surgical mask
covering the nose and mouth.

Exceptions:
a) People with some type of respiratory
problem that can be aggravated by the use
of a mask.
b) Those whom, the use of a mask is
contraindicated for reasons of duly justified
health, or that due to their disability or
dependency present behavioural changes
that make their use unfeasible.
c) Development of activities in which, by
their very nature, the use of the mask is
incompatible.

The above is in force from until end of State
of Alarm and any possible extensions.

National Health authorities will not give out
masks free of charge, but has left it up to
regional governments to decide whether
they wish to do so.
Some health authorities have been giving
them out free to pensioners and those with
pre-existing medical conditions. In a few
cases, every single resident has been given
free masks, often thanks to the support of
local businesses which have manufactured
them for the purpose.

This is another crucial reason for residents to
ensure they are registered on the padrón, or
municipal census. If they do not appear on
the roll, they will not get their free masks
delivered if their local council plans to do so.

Prices for masks have been capped at 96
cents each and most pharmacies now have
them in stock, as do some supermarkets.

One of the main reasons masks were not
compulsory earlier on was their lack of
availability – pharmacies had sold out
nationwide and speculation among online
sellers meant even disposable ones were
retailing at over €40 each. Due to the
shortage, Spain followed WHO's
recommendations that only those in direct
contact with Covid-19 patients or in the
high-risk bracket need wear them, believing
it better, in the event of difficulties in
obtaining masks, to leave those few

available to the people who most needed
them.

Beach and Pool Reopening
Parts of Spain may be able to enter into
‘Phase 2’ of recovery if the current warm
weather holds out and at last people will be
able to go to the beach and use municipal
pools.

Although some beaches opened exclusively
for water sports they remained off limits for
walking, swimming or sunbathing and for
anyone who has to travel more than a
kilometre to reach them.

Swimming Pools
Whether they are public ones or communal
facilities on urbanisations, pools will be
limited to a maximum of 30% of the usually
permitted number of bathers at any one
time and all swimmers must keep two metres
away from each other, except in the case of
people who live in the same household. It is
likely that bathers will have to reserve a slot,
or be given a maximum time in the water.
Where it is not possible to stay two metres
apart when a pool’s maximum capacity is at
30%, this percentage will be reduced further
until physical distancing can be adhered to.

Disinfecting and thorough cleaning will be
required at the beginning and end of every
day and throughout the day for enclosed
spaces such as toilets or changing rooms. All
other equipment and materials, such as lane-
dividers, ticket booths and equipment used
for swimming classes must be disinfected
before and after use. Health authorities will
expect pool staff to pay particular attention
to parts which are regularly touched by
members of the public – door handles and
hand-rails, for example – which must be
disinfected three times a day at least.

Beaches
The main requirement on beaches is that
bathers keep two metres apart and regularly
wash their hands. Groups of any size will be
allowed if they all live in the same
household, but otherwise are limited to 15.

Sports on beaches will have to involve
physical distancing and must be individual in
nature – meaning tennis or informal bat-and-
ball games will probably be permitted, but
volleyball, for example, may not.

Toilets on beaches, or at swimming pools,
must guarantee constant levels of
cleanliness and hygiene and always have
soap and/or hand-sanitiser and toilet paper
available. Only one person is allowed in a

cubicle at a time,
unless the user needs
physical assistance,
when a carer or
assistant is also
permitted entry.

Showers in changing
rooms or outside
versions on
urbanisations or
beaches cannot be
used. It is likely this
will also include foot-
showers on beaches,
so bathers are

advised to fill a bottle with water before
leaving so they can rinse the sand off their
feet. Personal items, such as towels, must
remain within the two-metre limit and must
not come into contact with other bathers.

Information boards or posters must be
clearly displayed so everyone knows what to
do and where possible, spaces set out on
floors or on the ground. It is likely police or
coastguard authorities will be on duty to
ensure everyone sticks to the rules and no
confusion arises.

Faster ‘Unlocking’ For Villages With
Fewer Than 3,000 Inhabitants
Greater flexibility in leaving lockdown
behind could be agreed for villages,
especially in areas with limited numbers of
Covid-19 cases. Smaller towns, even those
without much of a rural lifestyle, have a lack
of public transport meaning there is less
likelihood of people being crammed
together and generally fewer people
outside or in public areas all at once.

Demographics, environment and energy
minister, Teresa Ribera said “It does not
make sense for small, rural communities, or
residential hubs out in the provinces, to be
restricted in the same way as large cities.”

Towns with fewer than 3,000 inhabitants
may be able to speed up their ‘unlocking’
and pass through the four phases of
recovery faster than the rest of the country.
Small towns or remote rural locations have
little or no risk to their health, while Madrid,
in particular, had been battered by the
pandemic and forced to erect pop-up
hospitals and morgues in order to cope.

Brown Bear Spotted In Galicia
Exceptionally-clear and very close-up
footage of a Brown Bear has been taken in
Galicia; the first time the species has been
sighted there in 150 years. Producer Felipe
Lage from Zeitun Films had set up cameras
in the Ourensán Central Massif to get
location shots for the forthcoming
movie Montaña ou Morte (‘Mountain or
Death’), directed by Pela del Álamo, to limit
his physical presence on scene during
lockdown. The cameras caught numerous
shots of the same brown bear in various
parts of the Os Montes do Invernadeiro
National Park in the province of Ourense. It
was hoped they would pick up footage of
wildlife for the film, which is now at the
development stage thanks to a grant from
the Galicia culture industries agency
AGADIC and, in fact, Zeitun Films had
sought guidance from regional government
environmental experts to make sure they
did.
Everyone involved was stunned to see the
bear which is said to be a male, aged
between three and five and likely to have
originated from the western part of Ourense
in the O Courel area. It will probably settle
down in the O Invernadeiro Mountains
where he is based now for the whole of the
winter.

Brown Bears have been a protected
species in Spain since 1973 and, in Galicia,
their presence is documented throughout
history, although they were rare and
sightings were intermittent.

News

Information mainly supplied by www.thinkSPAIN.com

SPANISH NEWS
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Including Balsicas, Cartagena, El Algar, La Union, La Manga, Los Alcazares,
Roldan, San Javier, Torre Pacheco,

Charity
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters (LIPS)

Fiscal No: G30881924
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It seems like an eternity, this staying
home. Have you felt a little cooped up,
trapped, like being in a cage? Welcome to
the life of a dog in the Perrera.

I am very happy to report, that today,
Wednesday 13th May, I have been to the
Perrera and walked some dogs. We only
have a limited number of volunteers
allowed and social distancing was
maintained at all times. My Fitbit doesn’t
know what’s hit it, nor do my knees, back
and feet. I don’t care. It was lovely to see
the dogs’ excited faces. They were free for
20 minutes to get a walk and some

companionship. After the utter misery
they have been through, they wagged
their tails and went back into their cages
without complaint.
People have still surfed the web and dogs
have been reserved. There are several
waiting to get on the Happy Bus to the UK
and beyond. Sadly, a few have been
reserved, then unreserved due to the
waiting times. This is really sad for the
dogs, but it’s the volunteers that go
through the emotions of feeling let down.
The dogs don’t know any different. Maybe
those folks weren’t right for the dog
anyway!

Featured this month
are dogs who have
sponsored transport
to the UK and
Europe, so only the
adoption fee will be
payable. Some
dogs featured in
previous articles
have been reserved
by the time the
article was
published - here’s
hoping these dogs
have the same luck.

Luisa -
dob approx:
December
2011
She is a very
good girl, a
r e a l
f a v o u r i t e
a m o n g s t
o u r
volunteers.
She is great
with other
dogs, but
arrived in
very bad condition; signs of abuse and not
having been given the basic care, yet she
did not stop wagging her tail and giving
kisses of thanks. Luisa is very sociable,
fully recovered and is strong and waiting
for someone to welcome her into the
family. She is already nearly 9 years old
and a cage is no place for her.

Turco dob February 14th 2017
He is a spectacular Boxer/Staffie boy. His
only crime is to be listed as PPP in a
country that classifies dogs by breed, not
good nature. Turco is sociable and active.

CLINICA
VETERINARIA

del SurEste

Calle Pedro Gea 10
(near the church)

Pilar De La Horadada

Tel: 96 535 24 38
Emergency Mobile: 630 99 47 44

Email: info@cvdelsureste.com
www.cvdelsureste.com

Providing all types of pet care, including surgery, grooming and quality food.
Consultation by appointment

Ldo. Arturo Saura Alcaraz (English speaking)
Open: 10.30am-1.30pm and 5.30pm-8.30pm (closed Saturday evenings)

In these very difficult times, I want you all to
know that I am available (on an
appointment only basis) to look after your
pets, both for emergencies and also to
provide any relevant anti-rabies vaccine,
flea or worm pills etc. Should you need any
Veterinary treatment then please call/
WhatsApp or email me and we can arrange
an appointment to take care of your pet.

Our normal services that we offer
include:
• * Dog Grooming

• * Rabies Vaccines

• * Flea & Worm Pills

• * Preparation
for Pet Travel

• * General
Surgery

• * Home Visits

• * Emergency
treatment

Please note that
some of the above
will of course be
restricted during
the lockdown period. However, feel free to
contact me if you need assistance.

We are currently offering discounts on
certain treatments, throughout the month
of June.
We are offering up to 20% discount on
certain Vaccines including Rabies and
various others. Please contact me for
further information. Please quote ‘support
local’ to claim your discount

h t t p s : / / w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m /
cvmediterraneoRoldan/

Clínica Veterinaria Mediterraneo
Tel/WhatsApp 625 559 632
Email: mariaojados@colvet.es

Calle Francisco Umbral 1
30709 Roldan
Murcia

Wishing you, your family and your pets
good health in these difficult times.

Maria
Clínica Veterinaria Mediterraneo

Aditorial CLÍNICA
VETERINARIA
MEDITERRÁNEO
Tel: 968 589 457
Emergency: 625 559 632

Continued on page 51

https://www.facebook.com/cvmediterraneoRoldan/
https://www.facebook.com/cvmediterraneoRoldan/
mailto:mailto:mariaojados@colvet.es
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Everyone loves Turco. He doesn’t
want treats, he wants a cuddle. He
is good with cats, children and
other dogs. A license would be
required in Spain.

Mario - dob July 7th 2016
Mario entered the shelter very
scared. It took a month for the
volunteers to be able to take him
out. He wanted to return to his
cage quickly. Mario has obviously
suffered before he came to the
rescue and it took time for him trust
again, but he is a great boy. He is a
large Spanish Greyhound breed
type. He’s beautiful and very noble.
With a lot of patience he has
become a happy dog.

For further details please contact
the Perrera via the Facebook page
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters,
or by email
losinfiernosdogs@hotmail.com
Paypal donations can also be made

to the email address. Funds are running very low as planned
fundraising events have all been put on hold.

Dog walkers are always needed. Monday, Wednesday, Friday &
Saturday mornings 9am-1pm.

Dogs have a way of finding the people who need them and
filling an emptiness we didn’t ever know we had.

CLÍNICA
VETERINARIA
MEDITERRÁNEO

Street Francisco Umbral, n°1
30709 Roldán (Torre Pacheco - Murcia)

mariaojados@colvet.es

Continued from page 50

mailto:mailto:losinfiernosdogs@hotmail.com
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Carrying on from the article on Cartagena in
the May online edition of the Costa Cálida
Chronicle, now some of the restrictions for
Corona Virus have been lifted, check out the
museums etc below.
Check www.cartagena.es or call 968 128
800 for information on opening hours etc.

Roman Theatre Museum
Of all the marvellous Roman landmarks in
Cartagena, the 2,000 year-old theatre should
be your first port of call. It was only discovered
in 1988 beneath the ruins of the Old
Cathedral, which had been destroyed during
shelling in the Spanish Civil War. About two
thirds of the theatre’s building material was
still on site, which made possible the very
detailed restoration. In the museum you can
see the fantastic artefacts discovered during
the excavations; among them an altar to
Jupiter, a statue of Apollo, inscribed lintels,
plaques and also Islamic ceramics from the
Middle Ages.

ARQUA, Marine Archaeology Museum
This institution is set in one of the Western
Mediterranean’s great ancient harbours,
where new finds are made almost every year.
ARQUA is a national centre for marine
archaeology; a place where you can see
remarkable historical artefacts from
underwater sites, but there is also a research
facility for archaeology experts and scholars.
You can find out how archaeologists analyse
their discoveries in the laboratory area, which
has interactive displays for children. Among
the many artefacts are Carthaginian ivory
tusks and the treasure of Nuestra Señora de
las Mercedes, a frigate that was sunk in the
early 19th century with 14.5 tons of gold and
silver coins.

Modernist Architecture
In the late 1800’s the mining industry made a
handful of people very rich and this is evident
in the historic centre of Cartagena and nearby
La Unión. Cartagena’s centre needed
rebuilding in the late-19th century, after a
federalist insurrection in 1874 wiped out half
the city and towards the end of the century
some wondeerful art nouveau buildings were
constructed. You could find some of the best
ones such as the Palacio Pedreño, the Casino
de Cartagena, the Casa Cervantes, the
Palacio de Aguirre and the Gran Hotel by
taking a walking tour of Cartagena.

Palacio Consistoria
You can enter one of Cartagena’s most
impressive modernist wonders, the 100 year-
old Town Hall on Plaza del Ayuntamiento.
This triangular palace was a response to the
mining boom in the late 19th century, as
Cartagena had outgrown its former Town
Hall.
After suffering from structural problems in the
90’s the building was restored to its Belle
Époque glory days in 2006. Take a few
minutes to study the facade, composed
entirely of white marble and topped with
domes that are coated with local zinc. Get
closer and you will even see a few bullet holes
from the Civil War. There are English-speaking
guided tours, showing you around the marble
balustraded stairways and an exhibit of period
tapestries.

Municipal Archaeology Museum
Furthest north of Cartagena’s ancient sites is
a late-Roman necropolis, which was set on the
shore of an ancient lagoon that has since
disappeared. It’s an enthralling site, because it

contains some of the latest evidence of
Roman settlement, dating from 300 to 700AD
– a time of transition to Christianity. The
museum has plenty of items excavated from
this site, but has also gathered a wealth of
artefacts from around Cartagena. You will get
a full chronology of the area, from
Neanderthal remains, through Phoenician
ceramics to the tools discovered in the Roman
mines in the mountains on the edge of the
city.

Calle Mayor
Linking the Plaza de San Sebastián in the
north with Cartagena’s Town Hall is a ravine-
like pedestrian street paved with distinctive
blue marble tiles. This is a typically Spanish
‘Paseo’, where families and couples take a
stroll together or meet friends. The street is
kept spotlessly clean and boasts many of
Cartagena’s best modernist buildings. By day
you can call into one of the many cafés for a
cup of coffee or do some high-street
shopping. In the evening you may be
tempted by the various restaurants and tapas
bars in this popular location.

Batería de Castillitos
An eerie time can be had at the tip of Cape
Tiñoso, 30 minutes from Cartagena and
reached via dirt roads. At 250 metres you will
be able to gaze back at the extraordinary
mountainous landscape of this natural park.
Here is an installation that mixes frivolous
architecture with meaty and sinister artillery
guns. It was built in the mid-1930’s during the
rule of Primo de Rivera as part of a series of
batteries defending Cartagena’s coast.
Whimsical medieval-style turrets blend with
the mountainside and look strange next to the
menacing, black Vickers-Armstrong guns. Use
a torch to investigate the tunnels in the
fortified area.

Military Museum
Cartagena has had a large military presence
for thousands of years, and in modern times a
number of Spanish army units have been
based in the city. You can see a great deal of
this heritage in one place if you are into
military hardware. The museum building was
constructed in the late 18th century and in the
courtyard you can see an undetonated shell
wedged in a wall from the insurrection in
1874. On show are tanks, missiles, field
telescopes, light arms, a number of heavy-
duty guns and all kinds of other military
equipment. The museum also has the largest
collection of hand-made military models in
the world.

Spanish Civil War Museum
The war from 1936-39 was one of the darkest
moments in Spain’s history and Cartagena
didn’t escape the destruction. The city was a
Republican military stronghold and it was well-
defended from the sea.
This made it a target of bombing raids by the
Nationalist forces (with help from the Nazis) so
shelters were built around the city. You will
appreciate what people had to do to survive
and you can see original signs, propaganda
posters and other artefacts. There are moving
first-hand accounts about the conflict and you
can learn of the ingenious ways the city
attempted to trick the Nationalist forces into
bombing the wrong locations.

Casa de la Fortuna
After you have seen the Necropolis, the
theatre and the history of the port of
Cartagena, you can find out how Roman

Cartagena’s wealthy citizens lived. This
Domus’ name comes from a Latin inscription
on its back entrance, ‘Fortuna Propitia’,
meaning ‘good luck’. It’s easy to get a feel for
the site as there is so much of the walls and
decoration remaining, as well as a stretch of
the Roman road outside. You can make out
the hallway (atrium), bedrooms (cubiculum),
dining hall (triclinium) and the owner’s office
(tablinum). There are surprising features
everywhere, including wall paintings and
mosaic floors.

Naval Museum
In the port the Naval Museum covers
Cartagena’s maritime military past. It is in a
dignified 18th century waterside building that
until recently was a college for marine
personnel joining the Spanish Navy. The
museum showcases memorabilia, weapons
and navigational tools and offers detailed
accounts of the turmoil on the 1870’s. An
absolute must to see is the Peral Submarine,
the world’s first battery-powered underwater
vessel that was launched in 1888. This
prototype was tested for two years but never
developed, despite being a great
technological step forward and possibly the
world’s first ‘U-boat’.

Castillo de la Concepción
Cartagena had long been in decline by the
time the Moors arrived in Spain and for
centuries it was believed that they hadn’t
made their mark on the city at all, but
excavation of the walls of Castillo de la
Concepción in Parque Torres has shown that
it was an Alcazaba, an Islamic fortified palace
in the middle ages. Long before that, it had
been a Roman temple to Asklepio and the
cisterns from that time are still intact. Most of
what remains now is from the 13th century,
following the Christian ‘re-conquest’, with
small pointers to this period visible in the
carvings of eagles and rosettes. You can take
the lift to the top of the building for supreme
panoramas of the harbour and coastal
mountains.

Playa de Calblanque
This lovely beach is on the road to Cabo de
Palos, the headland at the southern end of La
Manga. Take the exit for Calblanque and the
road runs south towards the coast through
farmland traced by the low arid mountains of
the Calblanque Regional Park. Beyond these
peaks is a secluded 300-metre beach with
sands the shade of burnt gold. On quieter
days you will have the beach almost to
yourself, but don’t forget to take refreshments
as there is not much in the way of civilisation
here.

Local Mines
As with many things in Cartagena, mining was
introduced to the area by the Romans. The
Sierra Minera is rich with an assortment of
metals including silver, copper, zinc, lead, tin,
manganese and iron.
Anyone who is interested in industrial heritage
should take a closer look at the two mining
attractions in the area: the La Unión Mining
Park and the Las Matildes Mine. At La Unión
the Agrupa Vicenta Mine is stunning; it
plunges 80 metres beneath the surface and
has huge, navelike spaces and an underwater
lake with reddish waters. At both attractions
you can see gear and infrastructure like
miner’s quarters, compressor rooms, 19th-
century derricks and carts for carrying
minerals.

Things to do in Cartagena
Information

http://www.cartagena.es
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MASS IN
ENGLISH

From
November to June
Saturdays at 6pm

Tel: Marie 622 514 187

Catholic Church of
Our Lady of the Assumption

Calle de la Iglesia,
30710 Los Alcázares, Murcia
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!Brows Are Big News!
Aside from a haircut and colour, an Eyebrow
change is one of the biggest transformations
you can make to your face. Brows are
integral to your overall look. Done correctly,
they frame the face and help enhance facial
features like a mini-facelift without going
under the knife. Get the wrong shape and
they can make you look sad or angry or
older! Eyebrows naturally thin out and
become patchy as we age or through over
plucking, so we could all use a little help to
bring them back to their youthful
appearance.

There are various methods to enhance
existing Brows or create Brows where there
are none. Here is a brief description of

treatments available at Permanent Beauty
By Yvonne:

Microblading & Semi-Permanent Powder
Brows - €180
Suitable for clients who want to enhance or
alter the shape of existing Eyebrows to
create a fuller, polished look. For clients who
have lost natural hair, an amazing new Brow
can be created.

Microblading is done with a small handheld
tool which makes tiny cuts into the skin which
are filled with special pigment to create hair-
like strokes. This treatment is great for
anyone who wants a super natural looking
result.

Semi-Permanent Powder Brows are
created with a cosmetic tattoo machine
resulting in a more filled-in, powdered
appearance.

Both these methods are very long lasting
with colour boost treatments required after a
year or even longer, depending on skin type.

Henna Brows - €25
This is similar to tinting, but with the added
advantage that the skin is dyed as well as the
hair, so you can expect fuller looking Brows
that last between 2-4 weeks, depending on
skin type. Henna lasts longer on dry skin
rather than oily.
Full Eyebrow mapping and waxing are
included in each henna treatment

Brow Lamination - €20
This treatment is only suitable for clients who
have plenty of natural Eyebrow hair. It is a
method of altering the Brow shape by
setting the hair into place giving volume and
lift. Unruly or downward hanging hairs are
trained to be lifted and positioned into a
perfectly groomed shape that will last for up
to 6 weeks.

Eyebrow tinting and waxing is included with
Brow Lamination treatment.

Wax and Tint - €13
Still a preferred favourite of some clients.
This is the cheapest and least effective
method of Brow treatments. As described
in the title, the Brows are tinted then
shaped. Unlike henna, where the skin is
tinted, only the hair is tinted and therefore it
is only possible to make minimal
improvement to the shape of the existing
Brow. Suitable for clients who have a
reasonable existing Brows.

If you would like any further information on
any of the above treatments, please contact
Yvonne on 663 176 233 or via Facebook
@permanentbeautybyyvonne

by Yvonne

Free lash lift & tint when you book a new set
of microbladed brows during June

Permanent Beauty

Tel: 663 176 233 / email: yvonne.johnson1@me.com
Facebook: @permanentbeautybyyvonne

The one stop shop for all your brow and lash requirements
inc. Microblading - Henna Brows - Lash Extensions -

Lash Lifts - Tinting and Waxing

By Yvonne
Permanent Beauty by Yvonne

Tel: 663 176 233

HEALTH AND BEAUTY
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Unisex Hair Salon
Hair by Melissa, Tanya, Ella, Maricarmen,
Tegan, Wendy, Shauna, Lynsey and Domini
Dry Cut from 11€
Blowdry from 10€
Cut & Blowdry from 19€
Gents Cuts from 5€
Regrowth Colour Inc Blowdry From 19€
Foils Half Head Inc Blowdry From 26€
Foils Full Head Inc Blowdry 36€
Perm Inc Blowdry From 28€

Nail Bar
Nails By Ella, Maricarmen,

Tegan, Lynsey, Bori and Fallon
CND Shellac Polish Hands Or

Toes Inc Soak Off 14€
Manicure Normal Polish 16€ Or

Shellac/ Gel Polish Inc Soak Off 18€
Pedicure Normal Polish 18€ Or

Shellac/Gel Polish Inc Soak Off 21€
Gel/Acrylic Extensions 28€ Inc Polish 35€

Infils 18€ Inc Polish 25€
Overlays 20€ Inc Polish 27€

Nail art extra

Teeth whitening- smile white
(non peroxide & non bleach gel)

Full treatment 60€
Express treatment 30€

Beauty Room
Beauty by Wendy, Lynsey and Fallon
Non Surgical Face Li� Bio Or RF 1 Hr 20€
Diamond Tip Microdermabrasion &
Steam Facial 1 Hr 25€
Luxury Facial 1 Hr 20€
Waxing From 4€
Brow Tint 6€
Eyelash Tint 7€
Henna Brows 10€
Spray Tans 30 Mins 15€
Hopi Ear Candles 15€
Eyelash Individual Extensions 25€
Eyelash Li� & Tint 30€

The Salon & The Salon 2
UNISEX HAIR SALON INC BARBER SHOP

2 BEAUTY ROOMS & 3 NAIL BARS
SECTOR A COMMERCIAL CENTRE, CAMPOSOL

TEL/WHATSAPP 691 916 717 OR 653 463 490
NEW BIGGER & MORE SPACIOUS PREMISES

CALLE BARCELONA 22 & 23 IN�BETWEEN THE VETS & THE TECH SHOP
PLEASE NOTE THE SALON 2 HAS NOW MERGED WITH THE SALON.

MARICARMEN, SHAUNA & TEGAN FROM THE SALON 2 WILL BE JOINING
THE REST OF THE TEAM AT OUR NEW BIGGER & MORE SPACIOUS PREMISES.

Offer No 1
Non Surgical Face Li� 45 Mins & Hands Or
Toes Shellac/ Gel Polish 27€

Offer No 2
Luxury Facial 45 Mins Hands Or Toes
Shellac/Gel Polish 27€

Offer No 3
Eyelash , Brow Tint & Brow Shape 13€

Offer No 4
Pedicure Inc Polish & Manicure Inc Polish 30€

Offer No 5
Mini Pedi Inc Polish & Mini Mani Inc Polish 25€

**** MASSAGES ****
Swedish Full body massage 1 hour 27€
Back & shoulder massage 30 min 17€
Indian Head massage 30 min 15€

The-Salon
Camposol

For more information callMelanie on +34 664111990
or emailMelanie.Jay@thegoodcaregroup.com

Work in the UK. Live in Spain.
Live-in Carer £83 - 105 per day.

We are a highly awarded care provider looking for
experienced carers for nationwide opportunities.
So, if you are a carer with at least six months’
experience and want to keep your Spanish lifestyle
while working in the UK, please get in touch.

For more informa�on callMelanie
on +34 664111990 or email
Melanie.Jay@thegoodcaregroup.com
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New To Dance Star
‘Fullbody’, is our star activity this summer.
Come and try it.
You will not regret it.

What does ‘Fullbody’ consist of?
In this session, a functional training is
carried out, with the body itself, avoiding
contact with equipment and complying
with all safety measures. High intensity
training is performed, working all muscle
groups together with aerobic exercises.

‘Fullbody’ burns more calories in less time.
Who said training was boring?
See you in June in our new location (still in
El Paretón).
Enjoy outdoor sports with incredible views.

All Classes Must Be Pre-Booked At
Present Due To Coronavirus

Contact Gema for further information, to
find out about other classes and the new
timetable and to book your space.
Tel 646 933 090

#One2OneDiet

It's the one with a personal diet Consultant
to give you:
● A big dollop of support
● Deliciously nutritious products
● A you-shaped weight loss Plan

1:1 Diet Consultant
Mel Lay

cwpmurcia@hotmail.com
Tel: 673 162 695

Private Online Weight Loss Support
NHS supported meal replacement

products delivered to your door

Tel: 966 195 522 or mobile: 684 410 324

FREE Delivery

All timber comes
fully treated

Pergolas, Carports, Gazebos, Garden Sheds & Benches

Products available in
different sizes or
made to measure

Specialists
in laminate
flooring!

Email: info@woodworksdirect.com

Ring us with your best quote and we will do our best to beat it!

We now take credit
card payments

Centro Commercial
Local 21
Camposol
Tel: 968 199 263

www.cvetpuertodemazarron.com

Avda. Costa Cálida
Edif. Bahiamar - bajo
Puerto de Mazarrón
Tel: 968 153 931

* 3 Vets & 2 Assistants
* Specialised shop
* Cats and Dog Groomer
* General and orthopaedics Surgery
* Clinical Tests
* E.C.G.
* X-Rays
* Ultrasounds
* Teeth Cleaning
* Paperwork and Certificates to Import
and Export Pets
* Treatments available for Ticks and fleas
* Food delivery
* Fetching of Dogs and Cats for
grooming and Home Vaccination
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SWISSMADEORGANICWATERSOLUBLE

info@iberoptima.com
www.iberoptima.com

FB: IberoptimaSupplements

More Information

More Photos

More Colour

Available from the following places:
Best Wishes, Camposol B
Best Wishes, Pto de Mazarrón (Piramid Center)
Casa Pepolino, Isla Plana
Costa Cálida Chronicle Office,
inside Another World Properties, Camposol B
Cosas y Cosas, Cehegin
Los Belones Laundrette, Los Belones
The Post Room, Rio Nalon, Los Alcazares
The Tech Shop, Camposol A

The Essential Guide
to the Costa Cálida

Issue 2
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For even more information covering Market Days, Exhibitions, Guided Tours, Sports Events,
Theatre/Music Performances etc, please refer to the appropriate Sections in the magazine -

North West Murcia, South Murcia and South East Murcia.
All information is correct at time of going to print, but we advise you to check with the relevant

venue, charity or group for any changes which are beyond our control.

RED – Entertainment
ORANGE – Special menus
PURPLE –Market, exhibitions, leisure

& meetings
GREEN – Charity & non-profit making
events

BLACK – Fiestas & important events
Please refer to the relevant advert or
editorial for more details of events

Please note that the following are subject to COVID 19 restrictions, so it is essential
that you contact the bar/restaurant, group or organisation to check if the event is

still on. Bars and restaurants can serve food outside on terraces with tables
arranged for social distancing inside and outside.

Every Day Breakfasts @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 3.50€ from 8.30am
Menu del Dia @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 6€ (Mon-Fri)
Menu del Dia @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón (Mon-Fri 11€) (Sat 13€)
Tapas Menu @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A 4.30-8pm (Mon-Fri)
Evening Menu Available @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A 6-8.30pm (Mon-Fri)

Every Mon Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8.30am
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club @ Pto de Mazarrón 9.30am
Los Palacios Garden & Community Group Working Party @ Camposol A 10am
Councillor Available @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-1pm
Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7pm
Fully Body Workout with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8pm
Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9pm

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10.30am-1.30pm
Andrea’s Animal Rescue Collection @ Car Park, Camposol B 11.30am-1.30pm

Every Tue Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8.30am
Camposol B Clean Working Party @ Camposol B 8.30-10.30am
Altorreal Golf Society (TATS) Competition 8.30am
Camposol Golf Association Ladies’ Game @ Camposol C 9am
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7pm
Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8pm
Friends & Buddies Meeting @ Camposol A 7.30pm
Full Body Workout with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9pm

MAMAS Collection/Book Stall @ Camposol B Car Park 10am-12pm
FAST Available for New Volunteers @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am
Making a Difference for Collections @ Camposol A 10.30am-12.30pm

Every Wed Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8.30am
Mar Menor Golf Society Competition
Camposol C Gardening Group Clean Up @ Camposol C 9am
Councillor Available @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-1pm
HAD Women’s Association Coffee Morning @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am-12pm
RC Sailing Mar Menor Meeting 10.30am
Pilarmonics Music Rehearsals @ San Cayetano/Dolores de Pacheco 6.45pm

Open everyday from 10am

Kitchen open from 11am - midnight

Beautiful location overlooking the New Marina
Paseo de la Sal, Bloque 1 Local 1,

Puerto de Mazarrón

Rehearse everyThursday
10.15am - 1.15pm
CentroMunicipal

Las Claras,
Calle Helena,
Los Narejos,
LosAlcázares.

Contact Lyn Baines
www.spangleschorus.com
info@spangleschorus.com
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Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7pm
The Beacon of Light Meeting @ Cañadas del Romero 7pm
Full Body Workout with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8pm
Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9pm

Cocktail Day @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters’ Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm

Every Thu Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8.30am
Altorreal Golf Society (TATS) Competition 8.30am
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club @ Pto de Mazarrón 10am
Mazarrón Bowls Club Roll Up Day 10am
Spangles Ladies’ Barbershop Harmony Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Alcázares 10.15am
Card Making @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 11am
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Petanca @ Camposol A Memorial Park 4pm
Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC Meeting @ Camposol C 4pm
Mazarrón AA Group @ Meeting Room adjacent to Cañada de Gallego Church 5.30pm
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7pm
Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8pm
Quiz Night with Steve the Snip @ Los Galayos, Pto de Mazarrón 8.30pm
Full Body Workout with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9pm

Every Fri Full Body Workout with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8.30am
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Book Stall @ Camposol A 10am-12.30pm

Fish & Chips @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm

Every Sat Harlequin Rock Choir Rehearsals @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 1.15pm

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm

Every Sun 2 Course Roast Lunch @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A 6€ inc a drink

JUNE

Monday 1 Fiestas Trinitario-Berberiscas, Torre Pacheco

Volunteers’ Week (until 7th)

Mazarrón Bahia Lions @ Camposol A 5pm

Pianist Maria Angeles Ayala and the OSRM @ Murcia 15€ 8pm

Tuesday 2 Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm

HAH Volunteer’s Meeting @ Las Claras, Los Narejos 10.30am

Wednesday 3 MABS MMM Volunteer’s Meeting @ Centro Civico, Roda Bar, Roda 11.15am

Thursday 4 Camposol Reading Group @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 2-4pm

Friday 5 Mazarrón Bahia Leo Club @ Cultural Centre, Camposol B 7-9pm (12-18 year olds).

Saturday 6 ADAPT Meeting @ Pensionista Centre, Lo Pagan 10.30am

Sunday 7 Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm

Calle Barcelona 4,
Camposol A,

Tel: Ana 699 060 472

Visit our FB page for our event details

2 COURSES INCLUDING SMALL DRINK 6€

EVENING MEALSTASTE OF TAPAS

4.30PM-8PM
MONDAY-FRIDAY

EVERY DAY FROM 8.30AM MONDAY-FRIDAY
BREAKFASTS FROM 3.50€

6PM-8.30PM
MONDAY-FRIDAY

Star Danza El Pareton
@starelpareton
Tel: 646 933 090
Calle Santa Flora
(El Pareton)

MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
8.30am PILATES
7.00pm TRAMPOLINE TRAINING
8.00pm FULL BODY
9.00pm PILATES

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
8.30am ZUMBA
7.00pm PILATES
8.00pm TRAMPOLINE TRAINING
9.00pm FULL BODY

FRIDAY
8.30am FULL BODY
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Tuesday 9 Diá de Murcia

MABS Murcia NW Volunteer’s Meeting @ 5pm

Wednesday 10 Welcome House Card Crafting Class @ Cehegín 11am

Friday 12 Alguazas – San Onofre y San Antonio

Diabetes Week (until 8th)

Saturday 13 Alguazas – San Onofre y San Antonio

Queen Elizabeth II’s Official Birthday

Sunday 14 Artisan Market @ Mula

Tuesday 16 HELP MMM General Meeting @ Las Claras, Los Narejos 11.30am

Friday 19 MABS MMM Share & Care Group @ San Javier 11am-1pm
Mazarrón Bahia Leo Club @ Cultural Centre, Camposol B 7-9pm (12-18 year olds).

Saturday 20 Summer Solstice
Artisan Market @ Paseo de las Comunidades Autónomos, Pto de Mazarrón 10am-2pm

Sunday 21 Fathers’ Day in UK
Artisan Market @ Caravaca
‘Ruta del Ferrocarril’ (Railway Route) with Aguilas Tourist Information Centre
Artisan Market @ Sanctuary de la Esperanza, Calasparra 10am-6pm

Wednesday 24 San Juan (St John’s Day)
San Juan y San Pedro, Fortuna and San Pedro del Pinatar

Sunday 28 Artisan Market @ Plaza del Castillo, Cehegin 10am

Monday 29 San Pedro y San Pablo (St Peter & St Paul)
San Pedro, Blanca

Tuesday 30 Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm

MABS Mazarrón Volunteer’s Meeting @ Camposol B 11.30am

JULY

Wednesday 1 MABS MMM Volunteer’s Meeting @ Centro Civico, Roda Bar, Roda 11.15am

Thursday 2 Camposol Reading Group @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 2-4pm

Saturday 4 ADAPT Meeting @ Pensionista Centre, Lo Pagan 10.30am

Sunday 5 Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm

Monday 6 Mazarrón Bahia Lions @ Camposol A 5pm

Martine Shindler - 618 451 798
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

ADVERTISE

HERE!
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Bi-lingual Evangelical Church In Fuente
Alamo

As I write next month’s article we are in the
middle of May and several weeks into the
lockdown introduced to control the
outbreak of the Coronavirus.

During the lockdown we have not been
able to hold any of our regular church
services, but due to the wonders of
modern technology we have been able to
stay in touch and it has been a real blessing
to be able to share the love of God with
each other during this difficult time.

On Sunday mornings our pastors, Ginès
and Toñi have broadcast a service on social
media which has given us a real sense of
gathering together to worship the Lord.
At this moment in time there is much talk of
beginning to lift restrictions to very limited
extent, with many rules and regulations
being put into place. As a church, we have
plans to restart our services as soon as
conditions allow, but we will not be able to
return to our normal times as we may have
to hold several services with fewer people
attending each one so that we can adhere
to social distancing.

Please get in contact with any of the
numbers at the top of this article for any
further information.

I want to finish with this final thought:
A recent article in an American magazine
said “With hurricanes, tornadoes, fires out
of control, flooding, severe thunderstorms,
the threat of terrorist attack and now
Coronavirus tearing up the planet, why are
so many people leaving God out of the
picture? When there is nothing left but
God, that is when you find out that God is
all you need.”

As soon as circumstances allow, why not
join us and find out more about Him? Our
Church is made up of a great bunch of fun-

loving people of many nationalities and
from all walks of life. If you would like more
information please don’t hesitate to get in
touch.

Calle Espinar 13
Fuente Alamo

15 years trading
•General Plumbing
•Gas and Electric water heaters
•Leak source detection and repair
•Back upwater tanks
•Seconday ElectricMeters
•We deal with all insurance claims

Camposol Heating
&Maintenance S.L

ALLAREASCOVERED

Camposol Heating &
Maintenance S.L - CHM

Visit our
new

website

Weare fully stockedwith
water heaters and air conditioning units

BOLNUEVO CARS SL

CAR HIRE

Office 968 150 979
Rebecca 600 007 283

Jan 675 890 617
bolnuevocars@msn.com
www.bolnuevo-cars.eu

Krugercanopies@yahoo.co.uk

Car cove
rs now available

BUSINES
S AS USU

AL

Telephone Pete or Belinda (English) on 618 896 957/699 707 954
or Pastors Ginés and Toñi (Spanish) on 629 283 080

Religion

EL VALLE AUTODESGUACE, SL
Tel: 968 630 600 Whatsapp: 609 651 463

Carretera RM 2, KM 2,3
30840 Alhama de Murcia (MURCIA)

Looking for a replacement
part for your car?

Need to scrap your car &
don’t know where to go?
El Valle Autodesguace

can help you.

We have a large range of spare parts for many brands
and models of both cars and motorbikes.

All the stock is listed for a quick response over the
part you need. We can try to get the part for you

if we don’t have it in stock.

We can help you with the process for scrapping
your car. We can then legally take your car away

for you - saving you a lot of stress.
We are authorized by the General Directorate of

Traffic to officially deregister your car.

LOUIS HARRIS
ELECTRICAL

Air Conditioning
& Electrical Installations

30 Years Experience

Fully Registered
in Spain

All Work
Guaranteed

Tel: 619 712 821

louisharriselectrical@hotmail.com

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!
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As I start this article it is 1st May and we
have just completed 7 weeks of lockdown.
Like everyone else, I have been at home
with my wings clipped, apart from short
shopping trips to the local supermarket
every fortnight. However, it was announced
that we can go out for exercise for an hour
a day, up to 1km from home and we can
choose when (we live in an area with less
than 5,000 people). On reflection, it isn’t
much freedom, but gosh I am so looking
forward to my walk and I am already feeling
excited! If it wasn’t clear before, I’m sure we
all recognise now that we are animals that
require our fix of fresh air, outdoor space
and a link to the natural world. Nature
appears to be a balm that soothes us and
for mental wellbeing is as essential as the
air we breathe.

Just as an aside, I wonder if people who
still persist in keeping wild songbirds in
small cages in their apartments and
balconies have reflected on the cruelty of
life in such a confined space!

It seems strange to be thinking of ‘Birding
in Murcia’ and maybe this month’s article
would be more appropriately called
‘Garden Birds’ or something similar, but
on the positive side it has been an
opportunity to look more closely at what is
living close to home. I have seen quite a lot
of species; 34 in fact, with several that don’t
really fit the definition of ‘Garden Birds’
and will probably make some people a bit
envious. It helps being in a rural area, in a
valley between two mountain ranges and
from the roof terrace there are excellent
views across the surrounding countryside.
It means that you can see birds that are
around the house, but also glimpse what is
further afield and flying up and down the
valley.

The birds seen close to the house are the
common ones that like to associate with
human habitation. As you would expect
there is a small colony of House Sparrows
(Passer Domesticus) that can be seen on
the roof noisily gossiping away with their
neighbours. Nowadays there are 4 or 5
pairs of Collared Doves (Streptopelia
Decaocto). This hasn’t always been the
case as they are quite a recent arrival in this

part of the valley and in fact, 7 years ago it
would have been a notable sighting. I may
have mentioned it in a previous article, but
it is a species with an interesting recent
history. Although it is generally sedentary
and doesn’t migrate, it is relatively new to
Western Europe and only arrived in Spain
in 1960 (Asturias). Prior to this, it was just a
species of temperate and sub-tropical Asia.
Since its arrival, it has rapidly colonised the
rest of Spain and is now one of our
commonest birds; quite a remarkable
development. It has been a similar story in
all of the European countries (arrived in the
UK, in Norfolk, in the 1950’s). According to
a published paper on the subject, there
was a genetic mutation in the species that
allowed it to adapt to the European climate
thus enabling its exponential growth in a
zone where it was previously unknown. I
cannot verify that this theory has been
scientifically proven, but it is as good an
explanation as I’ve heard.

I have also been kept amused by our local
Sardinian Warblers (Sylvia
Melanocephela) as I tried to identify how
many pairs there are in or close to the
garden. They are always quite vocal, but
even more so in spring as they try to ensure
that rivals don’t encroach on their
territories. There are possibly at least 3, if
not 4 pairs, nesting near to the house.

As April progressed, more summer visitors
were being seen and heard. The first
Cuckoo (Cuculus Canorus) started calling
during the 2nd week and birder or not, it is

always a pleasure to hear these harbingers
of spring. However, it stayed frustratingly
just out of range of the house and up until
now I haven’t caught a glimpse of one. In
case you are wondering, it is the male that
makes that famous and enigmatic call. The
female tends to be a bit sneaky and keeps
hidden and quiet; all the better for sidling
into someone else’s nest!

The following week a pair of Great
Spotted Cuckoos (Cuculus Optatus)
turned up and have been highly visible and
very noisy as they play hide and seek with
the local Magpies. They are brood
parasites of Magpies (Pica Pica), so not
very popular, but watching the two species
chase each other around the adjoining
hillside is highly entertaining. I will know
who won the game of Hide and Seek in a
few weeks if I see a young Great Spotted
Cuckoo flying along with its foster parents.

One of the spring events to look forward to
every year is hearing the beautiful, loud,
fluting whistle of the male Golden Oriole
(Oriolus Oriolus) and it was in the 3rd week
of April that the first one was heard. The
males arrive first and set up territories
whilst waiting for the females to join them.
Each year, I have enjoyed the sight of at
least 3 birds flying around from song post
to song post laying claim to their
boundaries. This year I spent several hours
sitting by the bedroom window trying to
get a photo of one on a nearby dead tree,

Male Sardinian Warbler

Collared Dove

Juvenile Great Spotted Cuckoo

Male Golden Oriole

Male House Sparrow

Birding in Murcia
by Martin O’Hanlon

INFORMATION
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but true to ‘Murphy’s Law’ it steadfastly
refused to perch there whilst I was at the
window. However, I did manage a partial
victory with a photo of one in a dead pine
opposite the house, but unfortunately, not
as close as I was hoping.

Other summer visitors started to arrive
more or less at the same time and the
happy chattering sounds of our local Barn
Swallows (Hirundo Rustica) and Red-
Rumped Swallows (Cecropis Daurica) are
a good tonic if you need cheering up. Both
species of Swallow appear to be nesting in
the old abandoned house nearby as they
are perching close by and flying in and out
of an open window. They are similar
looking birds, but the Barn Swallow has a
blue-black breast band with an orangey-
red throat and forehead whereas the Red-
Rumped Swallow has a pale whitish-red
rump and no dark breast band. It also has a
different facial pattern, with orangey-red
cheeks and a dark blue cap.

I am now
trying to
keep a
watchful eye
on the
group of
Bee-Eaters
that have
b e e n
r e g u l a r l y
f l y i n g
overhead as
I would like
t o
photograph
them at this
year’s nesting site. When I can leave the
house for exercise there will be a better
chance of finding the nesting tunnels that
they excavate in sandy banks and cliffs.
There are plenty of suitable places for them

to investigate in the rambla below the
house so fingers crossed that they choose
somewhere nearby.

In the rambla there will be a few other
nesting sites that are worth looking out for.
A pair of Choughs (Pyrrhocorax
Pyrrhocorax) have been flying up and down
and in previous years they have nested in a
cavity in the cliffs. Like Bee-Eaters, they are
another bird that you are likely to hear
before catching sight of them, as they
frequently call to each other in flight. It is
difficult to describe, but once heard, the
highish-pitched ‘chi-ah’ seems to cut
through the atmosphere and is easily
recognisable for future reference. These
birds are members of the Crow family,
about the size of a Woodpigeon, but with
a sleeker, shiny black plumage, bright red
down-curved beaks, feet and legs. They
are extremely agile in flight and will
frequently embark on aerial acrobatics.
They are a delight to watch, but there is
probably no serious motive behind the
behaviour except the sheer joy and fun of
being able to do so. However, from a
practical perspective it is good practice for
avoiding aerial predators.

Another bird that first reveals its presence
by sound is the Iberian Green
Woodpecker (Picus Sharpei). Locally,
there is an active pair that are very vocal
with their loud, shrill and explosive call
sounds and their equally loud, series of
laughing sounds that is actually the song.
It is likely that they have a nest in a nearby
Olive tree where they will have excavated
a hole in the trunk. Until genetic studies
were carried out, it was thought that the
Spanish birds were the same race as the
European Green Woodpecker (Picus
Viridis), but recent studies have identified
it as a separate species. If you a birder who
keeps a list, then if you haven’t already
done so, you may be able to add this as a

new tick. The main plumage difference
between the species is that the black
colour around the face of European birds is
more or less absent on the Iberian birds.

At the beginning I referred to a couple of
my garden birds that aren’t normally
described as such and you certainly
wouldn’t find them at the bird table:
The first one is the incredibly well
camouflaged Stone Curlew (Burhinus
Oedicnemus) that calls from the field
behind the house.
Secondly, an adult Golden Eagle (Aquila
Chrysaetos) has been hunting in the valley
quite frequently and is likely to be one of
the resident male birds that have nearby
territories.
Finally, a pair of Short-Toed Snake Eagles
(Circaetus Gallicus) has been seen almost
daily and appear to be setting up home
somewhere nearby (well, I hope so).

Last, but not least, many thanks to a good
friend, Juan Lopéz García, for allowing me
to use his excellent photos of a male
Sardinian Warbler feeding on a
pomegranate, Short-Toed Snake Eagle in
flight and a juvenile Iberian Green
Woodpecker.

If you like the photos you can see more on
my new Instagram account
‘birdinginmurcia’.

If anybody wishes to comment or has a
query, please contact me on
antrimbirder@gmail.com

Barn Swallow

European Bee-Eater

Iberian Green Woodpecker

Red-Billed Chough

Red-rumped Swallow

Short-toed Snake Eagle

968 595 945
689 157 126

mazarron@ibexinsure.com
Camposol Business Centre

Camposol Sector A, Calle Madrid 19
30875Mazarrón

www.ibexinsure.com/mazarron

Protect your furry friends with Ibex!

Pet
insurance

• 3 different levels of cover

• Multi-pet discounts, get up to 22% off!

mailto:mailto:antrimbirder@gmail.com
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Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC
Sports

www.mazarronfc.es/introen

At the time of writing there seems to be some
light at the end of the tunnel with regard to
the terrible outbreak of Covid-19 which has
brought the world to a virtual standstill. Shops
were beginning to open along with bars and
restaurants, albeit with reduced capacities
and people were able to move about more
freely whilst still needing to adhere to social
distancing measures.

As expected the Spanish Football Federation
announced that the regular season had
ended for all football competitions at semi-
professional and amateur level. However,
plans were ratified for end of season play-offs
between the top four teams in each division
to decide promotion. Mazarrón FC finished
their regular season in fifth place, but as Real
Murcia ‘B’, who finished in fourth place on the
same number of points as Mazarron cannot
take part in the play-offs as their first team
already plays in the Segunda B division,
Mazarrón have qualified for the play-offs.

In previous seasons, the top four teams in
each league immediately entered a knock-out
competition on a national basis to determine
promotion to the Segunda B. There are 18
regional leagues in Spain in the Tercera
Division with 18 promotion places and the
play-off competition involved games played
over two legs. The champions of each division
were drawn to play each other with the nine
winning teams being promoted. The 54
teams finishing in second, third and fourth
places were drawn to play each other, with

the winners progressing to a second round of
games which included the nine league
leaders who had been beaten in their play-off
games. The winners of these games enter the
final round of nine games to determine the
other teams promoted to Segunda B.

This complicated process saw teams from the
Murcia region often travelling to the north of
Spain to take part in play-off games involving
round trips of almost 2,000 miles. The Covid-
19 outbreak has rendered a similar
competition this season totally unworkable,
so a new simplified formula has been agreed
whereby the top four teams in each Tercera
Division play each other on a neutral ground
over one leg to determine promotion to
Segunda B. In Mazarrón’s case they will play
league leaders Lorca Deportiva with second
placed Atletico Pulpileno playing third placed
Mar Menor. The winner of these games will
take part in the play-off final, again over one
leg, to decide who is promoted to Segunda
B.

It is proposed that the games are played
behind closed doors at the Pinatar Arena in
San Pedro de Pinatar as soon as the health
authorities deem that it is safe to do so;
probably in July.

Segunda B is composed of four leagues of 20
teams, but there will be no relegation for the
2019/20 season, so to accommodate the new
promotion system, a fifth Segunda B league
will be formed in 2020/21 season. As the
duration of next season is expected to be
shorter because of Covid-19, there are
proposals for all five of the Segunda B
leagues to be split into two groups, with ten
teams in each group, so that the initial phase
of the season will involve each team playing
only 18 games (nine at home and nine away).

At the end of the regular season, there will be
a play-off system involving all the clubs,
depending on league position, for promotion
to Segunda B, (2nd tier of Spanish football),
places in a newly formed Segunda Elite
League which will be the third tier and
relegation from Segunda B to the Tercera. It
sounds, and is, very complicated, but what it
means is that the Spanish football pyramid
from the start of the 2021/22 season would be
La Liga, Segunda Division, Segunda B Elite
Divisions A & B, Segunda B as we now know
it, Tercera Division, Preferente Autonomica,
Primera Autonomica, Segundo Autonomica.
Confused???

Due to Covid-19, all social events had to be
postponed, including the Los Amigos de
Mazarrón FC Gala Week events which were
due to take place at the end of March. It is
hoped that the Race Night, Celebrity Golf
Day & Gala Dinner can be re-arranged when
we return to normality as proceeds from these
events are a great boost to the coffers of
Mazarrón FC. Tickets for all the events
should be retained for now. We hope to be in
a position in the next couple of months, as
and when the situation improves. You will be

able to claim a refund if you are unable to
attend the revised dates.

Trip to Calpe - Monday 12th - Wednesday 14th
October
Hopefully this will be able to go ahead.
B & B at AR Roca & Esmeralda Spa Hotel plus
excursion to Guadalest on the Tuesday and to
the Chocolate Factory in Villajoyosa on the
return journey on Wednesday.
Twin room with balcony, terrace, private
bathroom and free Wi-Fi €125 pp to include
coach and excursions.
Places are limited so please email
pamada.1130@yahoo.co.uk asap.

Los Amigos
de
M a z a r r ó n
FC lost one
of its most
popular and
enthusiastic
m e m b e r s
with the
death of Bill
Haining on
Wednesday
13th May
after a short
illness. Bill
had been
unable to
get back to
his home in
S p a i n
because of
the lockdown and was with his family in
Scotland when he suffered a cardiac arrest
and died in hospital four days later. Bill will be
very sadly missed by all at Los Amigos, his
family and many friends.

When current restrictions are lifted Los
Amigos de Mazarrón FC will again hold
weekly meetings and new members or guests
are very welcome. Social meetings take place
every Thursday at The Club House, Camposol
C at 4pm. Business meetings are held on the
last Thursday of each month when only
members are allowed to attend. Membership
is €20 with numerous discounts available on
most social events and coach travel to away
games. Please email
pamada.1130@yahoo.co.uk

A R Roca & Esmeralda Hotel

Bill Haining

Celebrating another victory

Estadio Municipal Mazarron May 2020

mailto:mailto:pamada.1130@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:mailto:pamada.1130@yahoo.co.uk


Stay Alert Stay Safe.
Members would very much like to get back
to bowling, as early summer is a great time
to be out on the rink. However, since we
are regulated by the Federation Espanola
de Bolos and the safety of our members is
paramount, only time will tell when we are
out on the green again.

M B C
Honorary Life
Memberships
MBC have
four Honorary
Life Members
at present;
John Smith,
Colin Sears,
Ron Potts and
D o u g l a s
MacFar lane,
who each
received their
award in
D e c e m b e r
2018. All four
gen t l emen ,

along with others, were Founder Members
ofMazarrón Bowls Club in 2006.

John Smith
was the first
Captain to
b e
nominated
by MBC’s
committee
in 2007.
H a v i n g
bowled in
the Newark
area in
E n g l a n d
since 1985,
John was an
experienced
cand ida te
with a good
knowledge of the rules of the game. When
he left MBC a few years later to return to
England, he presented a trophy which is
played for each year - The John Smith
Trophy Competition is always well
supported byMBC members.

Colin Sear has done a great deal for MBC
over the years. In 2009 he was elected to
follow John Smith as Club Captain and
along with then President Brian Tokely and
Douglas MacFarlane, successfully
petitioned for the club to join the Regional
Leagues. In 2011 he was elected President
of the Club. Colin’s wife Brenda was a
supportive bowler and is well known for
helping run our tea hut before the café was
opened. Colin is proud to have served
MBC and still today enjoys coming to
watch our competitive games.

Ron Potts came to Camposol with his wife
Pat in 2001. He bowled at Country Bowls
BC from 2004 for a period, then moved to
MBC at Hacienda. He is one of our longest
playing members and our most senior. To
this day he enters all Club events, supports
the Club as a player in the league teams
and enjoys the camaraderie, especially
having a drink with friends after a game.

Doug MacFarlane and his wife Anne, who
also bowls, have always been supportive
members of MBC. Apart from bowling,
Doug has served on the committee on and
off for many years dating back to the first
AGM when he became Communications/
Publicity Officer. In 2009 he was elected
Vice President and organised and
introduced the ‘Triples League’. In 2014,
after a period of illness, Doug returned as
Treasurer followed by appointment as
Secretary. Doug has won several trophies,
continues as a loyal member of the league
team and at 86 years of age is still very
competitive and going strong - and trusts
MBC will do likewise.

MABS
If you have recently had a clear-out during
lockdown, MABS would appreciate your
unwanted items for their shop please.
Phone 634 313 478 for more information.

If you are interested in bowling with
Mazarrón Bowls Club, please contact
Harry our Secretary at
info@mazarronbowls.com or see our
websitewww.mazarronbowls.com for up-
to-date news.

Helen Chambers

Our game for
April was
c a n c e l l e d
because of
t h e
coronavi rus
l o c k d o w n
with no
informat ion
at the time of
writing as to
when our
next game
might be. We
have games
booked at
L o r c a ,
Aguilon, La
S e r e n a ,
Hacienda Riquelme, Camposol and
Altorreal. We are hoping some of these
games will go ahead when and if the
lockdown is relaxed in June.

Our annual Matchplay Competition is at
the halfway stage with Neil MacFarlane,
Roy Alderslade, Richard Dixon and Ken
Blakeman all through to the last eight with
the other four places still undecided.

Also well
under way is
our annual
Order Of
M e r i t
Competition
for the best
pe r fo rm ing
p l a y e r
th roughout
the year,
which we
hope to
present in
N o v em b e r
this year.

We can only
hope that by
the time you
are reading
t h i s ,
e v e r y o n e ,
golfers and
non-golfers,
have stayed
safe and can
get back to
some sort of

normal life as soon as possible.

Should anyone wish to know more about
FOGGS, please contact us by email at
info@fuenteoldguardgolfsociety.com

Dave May

Photos are
of our
matchp lay
q u a r t e r -
fi n a l i s t s
NEIL, ROY,
R I C H A R D
and KEN
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Fuente Old Guard Golf Society
Email: info@fuenteoldguardgolfsociety.com

Sports

Mazarrón Bowls Club
Tel : 605 492 937 or email info@mazarronbowlsclub.com

Sports

Doug Macfarlane and Ron
Potts receiving their award.

MBC Home Rink during Covid19 Phase1

Colin Sear and John Smith in
the early days!

mailto:mailto:info@mazarronbowls.com
http://www.mazarronbowls.com
mailto:mailto:INFO@FUENTEOLDGUARDGOLFSOCIETY.COM
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CLASSIFIEDS

BOGGLE ANSWERS:

9 LETTER WORD IS
NIGHTMARE

EATING
HATING
HINTER
HITMEN
MATING
METING
REMAIN
RETAIN
AMENT
HATER

INERT
INTER
MATER
MATIN
TAMER
THINE
THING
AMEN
GITE
HAEM
HAME
HATE
HINT
ITEM
MAIN

MATE
MEAT
NEAT
REAM
RENT
TAME
TEAM
TERN
THIN
TINE
TING
ATE
EAT
ETA
GIN

GIT
HAM
HAT
HIT
MAT
MEN
MET
NET
NIT
RET
TAM
TEA
TEN
TIG
TIN

WANTED GROUPS BOXED CLASSIFIEDS - 10€
To Place a 10€ Boxed Advert:
Please email
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com putting
boxed classified advert in the subject box
or
Call 618 451 798 10am-2pm Tues/Wed/
Thurs

Payment can be made in our office on
Camposol B Mon-Fri 10am-5pm (4pm
Friday), or call 619 199 407 to arrange
payment.

To Place a Classified Advert on the website:

Please email
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com putting
free classified advert in the subject box or
click on Classifieds on the menu bar on our
website www.costacalidachronicle.com

ALCOHOL PROBLEMS?
Is your drinking costing you more than just money?

Alcoholics Anonymous can help you stop drinking. Is
a loved one’s drinking causing relationship problems?
Alanon Family Groups can help. Mazarron area AA and
Alanon meetings. For information call 646 290 420.

Volunteers always made welcome at
“B” Clean Gardening Group.

Telephone Colin 727 770 944 or
Jim 603 350 402.

Help us make a difference

Freemasonry in Mazarrón
Craft, Chapter, Mark RAM, Allied, KT, Malta,

OSM, R&S
Please contact Peter Kent
699 261 828 or 968 970 637

Samaritans in Spain operate on 24/7 basis
and now cover the whole of Spain.
Any help that you can give us
would be greatly appreciated.

Tel 900 525 100

CLINICA VETERINARIA LEVANTE in
San Javier (Murcia)

We are seeking a pet groomer / vet nurse
with fluency in Spanish and English language

Please send your CV to
empleo@cvlevante.es

https://www.wordplays.com/definition/eating
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hating
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hinter
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hitmen
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/mating
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/meting
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/remain
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/retain
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/ament
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hater
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/inert
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/inter
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/mater
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/matin
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tamer
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/thine
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/thing
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/amen
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/gite
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/haem
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hame
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hate
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hint
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/item
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/main
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/mate
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/meat
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/neat
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/ream
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/rent
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tame
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/team
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tern
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/thin
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tine
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/ting
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/ate
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/eat
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/eta
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/gin
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/git
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/ham
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hat
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/hit
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/mat
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/men
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/met
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/net
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/nit
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/ret
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tam
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tea
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/ten
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tig
https://www.wordplays.com/definition/tin
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ANIMAL ORGANISATIONS:
ACTIN
968 163 529
Andrea’s Animal Rescue
Fuente Alamo 690 906 565
Asociacion Unicos
Los Alcazares 608 239 333
Camposol Kitty Kitty
camposolkittykitty@gmail.com
Cavalli Foundation
Alhama de Murcia 636 172 198
infocavallifoundation@gmail.com
Colitas y Bigotes Mula
annesivi@gmail.com
Cruz Azul
Los Alcazares 693 017 616
Dog Rescue Calasparra
dogsrescuecalasparra@gmail.com
Easy Horse Care
Rojales 652 021 980
Equipo Bastet
Alcantarilla
adopcionesbastet@gmail.com
Friends of Mazarrón Animals
fma.murcia@gmail.com
Galgos del Sol
Murcia
galgosdelsol@hotmail.com
Hope for Dogs Murcia
630 638 255
JJ’s Puppy Rescue
Mazarrón 618 034 921
Los Infiernos
San Javier 633 357 309
MAMAS
Mazarrón 666 186 037
Noah’s ARC
Mazarrón 699 352 818
Pto de Mazarrón shop 634 364 553
Camposol shop 634 332 335
PAPS
San Javier 968 370 800
Paradise Rescue Kennels
Benferri
Paradiserescuekennels.com
Pets in Spain
San Fulgencio/La Marina
info@petsinspain.info
San Animal Santuario
Aguilas 675 467 647

CHARITIES:
Age Concern
Mazarrón 634 312 516
Alcoholics Anonymous
Mazarrón 646 290 420
Cabo De Palos 968 545 181
Costa Blanca Samaritans
www.costablancasamaritans.com
FAST
Camposol 968 970 626
committee@fast2016.org
Forget Me Not
Camposol 647 142 071
HAH Help at Home
San Javier 968 134 978/633 673 034
Help Murcia Mar Menor
Los Alcázares 968 570 059
Helping Hands
contact@helpinghands.org.es
Lions Club Mazarrón Bahía
Mazarrón 628 001 942
MABS Mar Menor 693 275 779
MABS Mazarrón 620 422 410
MABS NW Murcia
mabsmurcianw@gmail.com
MAD
Mazarrón 603 764 742
Samaritans Spain
900 525 100
Swap Tears for Smiles
Mazarrón 659 270 885
Yo-Encuentro

Los Belones
www.yo-encuentre.org

CHURCHES:
Mass in English
El Saladillo, Mazarrón 676 219 445
Olive Branch Christian Fellowship
Camposol 659 270 885
Open Door
Los Almagros 646 705 403/655 141 721
Puerto Lumbreras Church
619 453 283
Rios de Vida
Fuente Alamo 618 963 978
St Nicholas Church
Camposol 634 143 260
The Rockin’ Vicar
Calasparra 634 386 179
Welcome House
Cehegin 633 447 937
Wellspring Victory Church
Mazarrón 607 382 033

GROUPS:
ADAPT
San Pedro 966 189 402
Arts & Cultural Association of Murcia
655 421 120
Camposol Bridge Club
968 130 583
Camposol B Clean
727 770 944
Camposol C Greenfingers
634 325 427
Camposol D Community
635 149 101
Camposol & District Model Club
647 259 914
Camposol Reading Group
968 199 441
Caring for Carers
San Javier 968 185 008/667 587 187
Classic Car Club
634 135 214
Cloud Nine Drama
644 400 123
Country Music
Camposol 610 623 152
Camposol Reading Group
968 199 441
Camposol Residents Association
info@camposolresidents.es
www.camposolresidents.es

Culture Vultures
Mazarrón 968 599 031
Darwinian Gardeners
darwiniangardeners@gmail.com
Ex-Servicemen’s Association
Mazarrón 629 818 611
Forget Me Not
forgetmenot@bolnuevo.com
Friends & Buddies
Camposol 968 163 758
Harlequin Rock Choir
Camposol 628 149 840
Humanists of Murcia
www.bolnuevo.com/social/Evolutionists
Ladies’ Chatterbox
Camposol 968 199 418/619 575 463
Los Palacios
Camposol A
605 065 160
Magenta Ladies Harmony Choir
636 417 454
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club
602 539 830/616 849 517
Mazarrón Bowls Club
653 093 937/605 492 937
Mazarrón Country Club Events Club
968 956 418
Mazarrón Country Club Social Club
968 956 070
Mazarrón Ladies’ Circle
692 992 117/602 659 252
Mazarrón Leos
654 874 563
Mazarrón Model Club
647 269 914
Radio Control Sailing Club
Lo Pagan 968 170 870
SAMM
www.sailing marmenor.com
Spangles Harmony Chorus
Los Alcazares 968 334 527/968 423 525
Stamp Collecting
guenther.ohly@web.de
Teatro Canovero
Las Canovas 968 151 149
Welcome Group
Camposol, Mazarrón 697 960 590

If you would like details of your club or organi-
zation included on this page, or if your details
are incorrect, please email costacalidachroni-
cle@gmail.com

Information
Charities, Groups

& Churches

mailto:mailto:infocavallifoundation@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:dogsrescuecalasparra@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:adopcionesbastet@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:galgosdelsol@hotmail.com
mailto:mailto:info@petsinspain.info
http://www.costablancasamaritans.com
mailto:mailto:committee@fast2016.org
mailto:mailto:contact@helpinghands.org.es
mailto:mailto:mabsmurcianw@gmail.com
http://www.yo-encuentre.org
mailto:mailto:info@camposolresidents.es
http://www.camposolresidents.es
mailto:mailto:darwiniangardeners@gmail.com
http://www.bolnuevo.com/social/Evolutionists
mailto:mailto:guenther.ohly@web.de
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Accountants:
Corral & Alcaraz (38) 968 078 754
Legal View (33) 968 153 957

Airport Parking:
Airpark Murcia (21/26) 618 806 898

Architects:
Martinez de la Casa (43)

665 810 411

Bars, Cafés & Restaurants:
Alandalus (24) 602 459 311
Ana’s Café Bar (59) 699 060 472
Cafeteria Plaza (23) 968 705 406
La Herradura Restaurante (51)

656 264 514
Los Galayos (17/30) 968 155 906
Viggos Restaurant (58) 968 154 544

Blinds - Repairs & Made to Measure
Brian Jones (19) 646 705 021
Curtain Call (8/29) 616 240 171
Richard The Blind Man (18/26)

611 250 819

Builders/Building Services:
Alan Eustace (Dehumidification
Service) (8/30) 609 265 899
C & G Fabrications (41) 966 764 730
Camposol Aluminium (11/28)

686 733 844
Handyman Builder (14/30)

602 643 436
JD Construction (38) 630 269 994
Kevin’s Flyscreens (21) 650 662 579
Lasting Impressions Stamped
Concrete (37) 711 033 605

MA Construction (16/30)
680 326 817

Woodworks Direct (56) 649 540 016

Care Companies:
The Good Care Group (55)

664 111 990

Car Hire:
Bolnuevo Cars (61) 968 150 979

Cars Sales / Mechanics / Services /
Spares:
Car Registrations Spain (5/29)

711 001 721
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (5/29)

868 990 576
Decklid Auto Services (44)

626 678 840
El Valle Autodesguace (61)

968 630 600
Ken Sherwood Mechanic (56)

679 646 859
Kwik Fix (19/30) 634 317 310
Mobile Car Mechanic Peter (33)

666 161 129
Specialist Vehicles SL (67)

968 146 158
Talleres Norberto (14) 968 591 221
Trade Cars Spain (44) 646 600 898

Cleaning:
Oven Cleaning Specialists (44)

635 750 752

Computer Repairs / Sales /
Servicing:
Alex Woods (22/27) 696 667 182
Compusurf (71) 968 970 666
The Tech Shop (40) 965 058 499

Dentists:
Dr Olivier Houdusse (56)

968 153 645

Electricians & Electricals
Energy Nordic (15) 634 329 191
Evergreen Electrica (45)

951 773 477
Louis Harris (61) 619 712 821
TJ Electricals (26/49) 868 181 121

Entertainment:
Harlequin Rock Choir (60)

628 149 840
Spangles (58)

info@spangleschorus.com

Equipment Hire:
Bolnuevo Cars (61) 968 150 979

Finance:
Blacktower Financial Management
(10)

Office 968 187 331
Keith 657 684 094

Currencies Direct (53) 968 976 383
TorFx (41)

Funeral Plans:
ASSSA (53) 968 153 396
English Funeral Director (21)

650 631 719
Ibex Insurance (63) 958 595 945

Furniture:
Furniture Plus (30/39) 968 153 907

Gardening:
Anchor Landscapes (8) 622 648 038
Damian Canovas/Alfareros (2/27)

968 422 543
Jardineria El Milagro (30/40)

610 949 595

Hairdressers & Barbers:
Karalee’s (11) 868 110 254
The Beauty Palace (28/71)

968 971 828
The Salon & Salon 2 (27/55)

691 916 717
Top2Toe (15/26) 711 025 016

Health & Beauty:
Cambridge Weight Plan (56)

673 162 695
Healthy H20 (49) 666 302 987
Iberoptima (30/57)

info@iberoptima.com
Karalee’s (11) 868 110 254
Permanent Beauty by Yvonne (29/54)

663 176 233
The Beauty Palace (28/71)

968 971 828
The Salon & Salon 2 (27/55)

691 916 717
Top2Toe (15/26) 711 025 016

Heating & Aircon:
Camposol Heating & Maintenance
(61) 968 199 184
Louis Harris (61) 619 712 821
Solpellet (17/27) 697 949 519
TJ Electricals (26/49) 868 181 121

Home Furnishings:
Curtain Call (8/29) 616 240 171

Insurance:
ANRA (28/40) 629 733 427
ASSSA (53) 968 153 396
Camposol Insurance Services (30/42)

634 329 191

CONTACT SALES - 619 199 407
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

www.costacalidachronicle.com

ADVERTISE

HERE!
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Harriett Richardson Liberty Seguros
(14) 669 046 167
Ibex (63) 968 595 945
Nash Warren (19/29) 968 156 583

Internet Services/Internet Cafés:
Compusurf (71) 968 970 666
IPhone Repairs (13) 663 675 502

Legal Services:
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (5/29)

868 990 576
Corral & Alcaraz (38) 968 078 754
Costa Cálida Property Serv (12)

968 199 251
Ferrandez (31)

Cartagena 968 521 008
Hacienda del Alamo 968 157 326
Pto de Mazarrón 968 154 521

Gestoria Carvajal (18/35)968 154 045
Legal View (33) 968 153 957
Professional & Legal Solutions (7)

Pto de Mazarrón 968 595 826
La Manga 968 175 552

Spanish Number Plates (14/27)
966 753 375

Locksmiths:
247 Locksmithspain (10/26)

609 265 899
Alan Eustace Locksmith (8)

609 265 899
Keysmar (8) 968 596 186

Outdoor Living:
Camposol Aluminium (28/42)

686 733 844
Furniture Plus (30/39) 968 482 456
Kruger Canopies (61) 968 971 854
Lasting Impressions Stamped
Concrete (37) 711 033 605
Solpellet (17/27) 697 949 519
Woodworks Direct (56) 649 540 016

Painting and Decorating:
MA Construction (16/30) 680 326 817
Pinturas Acosta (29/35) 626 960 354
Rhys Brightman (28/37) 659 328 439

Plumbers:
Brian Jones (19) 646 705 021
Camposol Heating & Maintenance (61)

968 199 184
Paul the Plumber (22) 634 326 804

Printing & Design:
Entorno Grafico (25) 968 654 007

Property Rentals / Management /
Maintenance:
2let2sell2buy (26/45) 968 979 876
Another World Properties (9/27)

968 592 679
Brian Jones (19) 646 705 021
Camposol Villa Care (19/28)

685 248 434

Rhys Brightman (28/37) 659 328 439

Property Sales/Purchases:
2let2sell2buy (26/45) 968 979 876
Another World Properties (9/27)

968 592 679
ANRA (28/40) 629 733 427
Prime Property Murcia (40)

868 580 320

Removals & Storage:
Lord’s Removals (69) 608 061 872

Retail Outlets:
Alandalus (24) 602 459 311
Damian Canovas/Alfareros (2/27)

968 422 543
El Oasis Nomada (13) 644 012 284
Furniture Plus (30/39) 968 482 456
Keysmar (8) 968 596 186
Quicksave (16/29) 968 199 860
The Tech Shop (40) 965 058 499
TJ Electricals (26/49) 868 181 121

Security:
247 Locksmith Spain (10/26)

711 006 510
Alan Eustace Locksmith (8/30)

609 265 899
C & G Fabrications (41) 966 764 730
Erik’s Metal Works (31) 636 050 008
Keysmar (8) 968 596 186

Solar Power:
Freesol (41) 659 232 507
Solar Directa (7) 659 315 130

Spas & Hot Tubs:
Eurospas (3/30) 650 722 905
The Spa Superstore (72) 965 711 136

Sport & Leisure:
Dance Star (59) 646 933 090
El Oasis Nomada (13) 644 012 284

Rose Parker Art Gallery (11/28)
634 345 763

Solpellet (17/27) 697 949 519
Sunflight Aviation (15/) 634 313 972
Total Star Radio (57)

Swimming Pool Construction /
Maintenance / Repairs:
David Pools (29/43) 686 733 844
Köhn Pool Service (37) 626 684 979
Revamppools (31) 682 912 097
Watermaid (45) 646 705 088

Telephone/Mobile Providers /Repairs:
Compusurf (71) 968 970 666
IPhone Repairs (13) 663 675 502
The Tech Shop (40) 965 058 499

Translation:
Alex Woods (24hr) (22/27)

696 667 182
Costa Cálida Property Serv (12)

968 199 251

TV & Satellite:
IPhone Repairs (13) 663 675 502
Rainbow Satellites (29/47)

686 358 475
Web TV (49) 647 424 430

Veterinary Clinics:
Clinica Veterinaria Mediterraneo,
Roldan (29/51) 968 589 457

Emerg 625 559 632
Clinica Veterinaria (56)

Pto Maz 968 153 931
Camposol A 968 199 263

Emerg 608 466 553
Clinica Veterinaria Sur Este, Pilar de la
Horadada (50) 965 352 438
Veterinary Clinic Maskota, Fuente
Alamo (7) 968 597 929

Emerg 619 378 473

SPECIALISTS IN UK AND SPANISH REMOVALS & STORAGE

* From single items to full loads
throughout UK & Europe *

* Full & Part Packing service available *
* Storage Facilities incl Free Storage Period *

* Goods In Transit Insurance Inc *
* Over 30 years experience *

YOU WON’T FIND A BETTER PRICE OFFERING
THE SAME COVER AND INCLUSIONS

Removals at affordable prices with over 30 years combined experience.

LET US TAKE THE STRESS OUT OF YOUR MOVE.
The price we quote is the price you pay.

CONTACT US FOR NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

lordsremovals@hotmail.com www.lordsremovals.com
Ask about special UK-Spain discounts. Trips to and from Spain every month.

Murcia Camposol:
(0034) 608 061 872

UK:
(0044) 7709 557109

WE ARE FULLY OPERATIONAL WITH FULL PPP AND
DAILY TEMPERATURE TESTED

STUCK IN THE UK?
NO PROBLEM! WE WILL ARRANGE WITH YOUR
KEYHOLDER TO CARRY OUT A FULL INVENTORY,

PACK & WRAP AND TRANSPORT OR STORE
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The urban bus service provided by the Autocares Martínez company in the municipality resumes its services.

The Councillor for Transport, Tomás Ureña, explained that "the Ministry of Development and Infrastructure
of the Autonomous Community was asked to restore the different lines that will gradually be resumed. The
service with Murcia has already been restored and the urban bus resumes with the same time frequency from
Monday to Sunday for the duration of the de-escalation of the State of Alarm”.

Likewise, the line from Puerto de Mazarrón to Lorca will be re-established, passing through Totana and
Alhama de Murcia, which also provides Martínez coaches and, like the previous one, with the same frequency
from Monday to Sunday for the next few weeks. As the health authorities point out, the use of a mask that
covers the nose and mouth is mandatory for travelling by bus.
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Now is the perfect time to start to enjoy the benefits that we offer you
through Hydrotherapy, recommended not just for fun but also for impro-
ving flexibility, arthritis, diabetes, sport injuries and decreasing blood
pressure. Offering you Wellness at Home throughtout Spain with next
day delivery on models in stock (+ 40 units). More than 15 models to view
in our Showroom.

NOW is the perfect time to start to enjoy the benefits that we offer you through Hydrotherapy, recommended
not just for fun but also for improving flexibility, arthritis, diabetes, sport injuries, blood pressure and much
more. We at “The Spa Superstore” are here to guide you with your new health investment, finding the Spa
which is right for you with the best warranties given from the largest Spa and Wellness manufacturer in
Europe—WELLIS. As the official distributor for them - we offer Wellness at Home throughout Spain with
next day delivery on models in stock at our Showroom, which is easily accessible and has parking.
Open from 10am - 4.30pmMonday to Friday and 10am - 1.30pm Saturdays or by appointment, you can see
and try the wide selection of the latest models available or we can come and give you a free home inspection
without obligation. We also offer Part Exchange and Technical Service for ALL BRANDS.

Before you buy—give us a try! info@wellisonline.com

We also offer Made to Measure Thermal Covers for your Spa, Free Maintenance Steps, Hand Rails, Cover Li�ers, Spa
Trays, Towel Rails, Spa Parasols, Cartridge Filters, Spa Sanitisers, Spare Parts and Technical Service on ALL SPAS.


